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Official says 
data recorder 
maHunctioD,ed 
By John Racine 
Staff Writer 
Flignt data and voice 
"ecorders stopped functioning 
prior to the crash of an Air 
Illinois plane near Pin-
ckneyville last week an official 
said Monday. 
"We know that both the flight 
data and y.,:.::e recorders 
stopped prior to the crash and 
we know that the tapes were 
slowing down before they 
stopped." said Brad Dunbar, a 
spokesman for the National 
Transportation Safety Board in 
Washington. 
DunlJar would not ~peculate 
on what caused the cockpit 
recorders to stop functioning, 
and he declined to comment on 
whether that problem ~ould 
have been relatp.<1 to electrical 
problems of an unspecified 
nature that were reported by 
Flight 710 pilot Capt. Lester 
Smith shor'ly after takeoff from 
Capitol Airport in Springfield on 
Oct. n. 
Capt. Smith reported the 
electrical problems sborUy 
after departing from the 
Springfield airport but did not 
identify what the nature of the 
problem may have been. He 
requested and received oer· 
mission to change his altitude 
from 9,000 feet to ap-
proximately 3.000 feet. 
The recorders. Dunbar said, 
contain a 3O-minute continuous 
magnetic tape which must be 
deciphered by a computer. 
The fact that the quality of the 
tapes has been affected has not 
deterred investigators, he said. 
"The lab can do a great deal 
with the recorder tapes," 
Dunbar said. 
"We didn't expect anything 
when we got these tapes," he 
said. "Obviously. though, the 
recorder tapes are our most 
important tool in this in-
vestiga tin!l. " 
The rt'Corders were found 
early Wednesday morning. 
Ron Schleede, chief in-
vestigator with the NTSB "go 
team" in Southern Illinois, said 
Monday that a report sta~ing 
tn~ twin engin~ Hawker-
Siddeley was not attempting an 
emergency landing is 
erroneous. 
Schleede again stressed that 
it is tOt' early in the week-old 
investigation to speculate on 
what may have caused the 
crash. He would orly say that 
the plane was descending. 
An investigation team of 
about 25 people will remain in 
Southern Illinois through the 
end of the week, Schleede said. 
He said !he investigation 
team will "be exami.,ing 
electrical and engine com-
ponent., checking maintenance 
records and proponents at the 
site and will be gathering 
records on the flight crew's 
training and experience." 
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Dump-site pact revised 
By Karen Torry 
Staff Writer 
An amended version of 
legislation that would form an 
agr'i!ement between Illinois and 
14 other states to share a 
disposal site for low-level 
radioactive waste will be voted 
on Tuesday by the IIIinoio: 
Senate Agri::ulture, COll-
servation ano Energy Com-
mittee. 
The committee, which held a 
statewide series of hearings on 
the proposed Midwest In-
terstate Compact on Low-Level 
Radioactive Waste, has made 
extensive revisions to the bill 
critics have said is too vague 
and would not adequately 
protect states which would host 
dump sites. The bill may be 
'called to a vote in the Senate 
later this week. 
The major change in the 
compact is the addition of a 
clause which would require a 
host state to establi<;h an Ex-
tended Care and Long-Term 
Liability Fund. The fund, 
generated by fees the host state 
would collect from other party 
states, must provide "sufficient 
fee revenues" foi' the following: 
- compensation to any 
person for medical and other 
expenses incurred from 
damages to human health, for 
damages or loss2s to real or 
personal property, for any 
necessary corrective measures 
--
Just pond-ering Staff Photo .by Neville Loberg 
Oi Lan Mak']ee. graduate in Reh"bilitatinn, and her daugh~r 
Joanne fish from tte shores of Campus Lake. 
or clean-up on real or personal 
property caused by radioactive 
releases from a dump site. 
- decommiSSioning anG 
other procedures necessary for 
"proper closure" of a tfump 
site. 
- monitoring, inspecting and 
other procedures required for 
"proper extended care" of a 
facility. The compact defines 
extended care as continued 
observation ~t a site after it is 
closed to detect possible need 
for maintenance and ensure 
environmental safety. 
- and for "undertaking any 
corrective actions or clean-ups 
necessary to protect human 
health and the environment 
from radioactive releases from 
a regional facility." 
The amended compact also 
requires a dump-Site operator 
to purchase the maximum 
amount of liability insurance 
avaiJable. The compact en-
courages dump-site operators 
to try to obtain insurance 
payments to cove!' damages 
before using money from the 
liability fund. 
Costs not covered by in-
surance or the liability fund 
would be shared by aU party 
;tates, based on the volume of 
waste dumped at the site by 
each state, ~·:cording to the 
amended compact. 
Other changes made to the 
See COMPACT. Page 3 
Reagan hecom.es 
official candidate 
'in the eyes of the law 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
President Reagan, still refusing 
to say whether he will run for 
re·election. became a 
presidential candidate Monday 
"in the eyes of the law," and his 
campaign chairman said he 
was "a solid favorite" to win. 
The president signed two 
letters at his desk in the Oval 
Office. One authorized Sen. 
Paul Laxalt, R-Nev., to 
establish a campaign com· 
mittee. A second informed the 
Federal Election Commission 
that he wac "hereby authorizing 
this committE:e as my prinCipal 
campaign committee ... " 
While Reagan refused to say 
w:-'ether he will seek a second 
term, his senior aides and 
advisers have said they have no 
doubts. 
The president told reporters 
who witnessed the signing that 
he might announce his in· 
tentions "by the first of Hie 
year." Asked whether his 
signature in black ink on the 
:etters meant that he was 
running, the president replied 
with a smile, "in Ule eyes of the 
law." 
After the president signed the 
letters, Edward J. Rollins, his 
assistant for political affairs 
who is leaving the White House 
staff to direct the committee to 
re-elect Reagan and Vice 
President George Bush, said, 
"We're 100 percent confident 
the president is running." 
Larry Speakes, the 
president's spokesman, said he 
interpreted the step Reagan 
took Monday to mean "he's 
:;r;s a~~ ththe/)nllo~~r ~~~ 
nouncement. " 
Reagan has said that he is 
reluctant to declare hi;" in-
tentions because if he does not 
run, he would become a lame 
duck. H he does run, he has 
said, he fears that each step he 
takes would be seen in a 
political context. 
In his letter to Laxalt, a 
longtime political ally and 
personal friend, the president 
referred in a less-than-certain 
way to his re-election plans and 
said, "The work of your com-
mittee will be of great help to 
me at such time as I may make 
a formal decision to seek a 
second term as president." 
Laxalt, who watched the low-
key ceremony over the 
president's shoulder as the 
letters were s~gned, said: 
"Thank you, Mr. Presid.mt. 
God bless you." 
USO to distribute student directories 
By Bruce Kirkham 
Staff Writer 
The Undergraduate Student 
Organization received 9,000 
copies of the 1983-84 student 
. directory Monday afternoon, 
and distribution is set to begin 
Tuesday. 
Off-campus students can pick 
up one directory per residence 
Tuesday through Thursday 
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. outside 
the USO offices on the third 
floor of the Student Center, said 
Mike Greathouse of the USO. 
Alpha Kappa Psi will handle 
the off-campus distribution, 
Greathouse said. 
Delivery to on-campus 
residents will take place 
Tuesday, when directories are 
put in students' mailboxes. 
Residents will receive one 
directory per room. 
The directory contains ad-
dresses and phone numbers of 
undergraduate and graduate 
students attending SIU-C. 
In addition, the directory 
contains a University calendar, 
registration d(.adlines. athletics 
schedules, maps of Carbondale 
and the SIU·C campus and 
Night Safety Van routes and 
schedules. 
The directory also contains a 
campus services information 
section which includes hours 
and phone numbers of com-
monly-used campus facilities 
. such as the Student Center, 
Morris Library, Woody Han 
offices and the Health Service. 
Greathouse said the original 
delivery date for the directories 
was Oct. 4. Production was 
delayed, however, when 12 
students asked that their names 
be omitted from the directory. 
he said. 
The directories wpre printed 
in Dallas, Texas, and shipped 
by truck on Oct. 10. The 
directories arrived in Mount 
Vernon on Oct. 14, where they 
remained throughout the 
weekend, according to .a 
McLean Trucking Company 
representativ!.' 
Information Pubiication r..nc. 
of St. Louis, Mo., produced the 
directories at no charge to :t-e 
USO. Th~ directories were paid 
for by advertising from local 
merchants, most of which is 
contained in a yellow pages 
section. 
Mary Chybicki, USO public 
relations director, said that if 
next year's USO administration 
~hooses IFI to produce the 
directory, IPI will increase the 
number of directories printed 
bv 1,000, and !fa forth, for each 
year IPI is chose'l. 
The Office of Admissions and 
Records supplied the nam'lS. 
addresses ana ph~ii~ !!l1m"~rs 
to IPI in the second week of 
August. 
lIus 
'Bode 
Gus says maybe the University 
ought to have the USO also do 
the faculty and staff directory. 
which I!;o't out yet, 
Report may reduce 
SIU-C energy funds 
News RounchJp--'· -'---f 
School autonomy recommended 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A new state panel on improving 
education was told Monday that a good school system cannot 
be forged by state or federal laws, and that only substantial 
lo-:a1 control guarantees quality education. 
By Anne Flasza 
Staff Writer' 
Although University ad-
ministrators and energy ex-
perts consider it inaccurate, an 
energy use report by the Dlinois 
Board of High~ Education on 
energy ust' and costs at state 
universities may have a 
negative effect on state ap-
propriations for SIU-C. 
According to the report. 
which covers the fISCal yearS 
1977-83, the University bas had 
the least red1JCti~. of energy 
usage amontl state schools in· 
ODe area of measurement, and 
~ one. of only two state 
universities that has increased 
usage in another_ 
sm-c bas had the largest cost 
increase percentage in natural 
gas among state universities 
over the past six years, and in 
fISCal y:::..r 1983 had the third-
highest unit cost for gas. 
University officials 
responsible for University 
energy "sage say they do not 
dispute these fIgures, but the 
report GgeS not ae<:urately 
represent the strides takt>11 in 
energy conse.'Vatioo bv SIU-C 
prior to the base year Used for 
the report, fiscal year 1976. 
Clarence Dougherty, vice 
president for campus services, 
said that because of the way the 
report was compiled, SIU-C is 
not represented as being 
"conservation conscious." 
"Our energy use was very low 
to start with," Dougherty said. 
"To me the report indicates that 
prior to 1976 some of those 
(other institutions) were 
wasting." 
David Stewart, associate 
director of fiscal affairs for the 
IBHE, said that if a university 
did not fare well in the energy 
progress report, it may not get 
the full amount of cost increases 
for utilities when the IBHE 
sends its budget recom-
mendations to the state. 
Stewart said the IBHE 
believes the report is a fair 
representation of energy usage 
in state universities and 
community colleges, but ad-
mitted that there can be 
~,:~eti~. when comparing 
"It's very difficult to compare 
institutions," Stewart said. 
''There are so many factors 
involved. That's why it's im-
portant to look at energy usage 
over a period of time for a 
particular campus." 
The age and condition of 
buildings and their heating and 
cooli'lg systems and an increase 
in research activities may have 
a bearing on a university's 
energy usage, Stewart said. 
In the report's summary of 
energy usage, SIU-C is one of 
two state universities which has 
inCI'IJased the number of British 
Thermal Units used per 
thousand gross square feet of 
space. 
While the BTUs used 
decreased for most schools, 
SIU-C's has increased .3 per-
cent. 
. The report'said SIU-
Edwardsville reduced its BTUs 
per thousand ~oss square feet 
by 34.3 percent, fourth best 
anlong schools studied. 
Sangamon State had a 54.6 
percent reduction, Governors 
State 49 percent and Chicago 
State 36.3 perc~nt. fhe Chicago 
Health Sciences Center of the 
University of Illinois was the 
only school beside SIU-C to 
report an increase - 14.1 
percent. 
The University has also had 
the smallest decrease in the 
number of BTUs per gross 
square foot per degree day used 
- down 7.3 percent. According 
to the report, the degree day 
measurement provides an 
approximate basis for con-
trolling the effects on energy 
consumption of extreme 
variations in weather. 
Dougherty said these figures 
give a false impression. 
According to Thomas 
Engram, utilities superin-
tendent, the .3 percent increase 
in BTUs per thousand GSF is 
due to the University'S reliance 
on coal as a source of energy. 
Engram said that although the 
amount of energy needed for 
heating and cooling mi~ht 
appear to be high, the relative 
cost is low. 
In FY 1983 SIU-C's energy 
cost per GSF was $1.07, the 
third lowest of all state 
universities. 
Engram said that although 
the university was expt"!riencing 
some energy loss through un-
derground tunnels used to 
circulate heat, the University is 
taking steps to combat the 
problem. 
MEET YOUR PIIOFESSH)NAL TRAVIL CONSULTANTS 
& AIRLINI ..... I5INlATIVIS 
eOzark etwA eAlrllllnoll • BrItt eUnlNd eDelta 
Register for FREE 
LAS VEUAS TRIP (must be 21 yrs. old) 
Sponsored By BORGSMILLER TRAVELS 
It ....... t Cent_.8aUroom A 
Ckt.ll, 1a,17, 1t, 14. IS, II 
.:II •• m. to I:. p.m. 
Refreshment. will be served. 
~~!-
21 North 11 th Street, Murphysboro 
CALL COLLECT (618) 684:-5SOQ ••• 
In fiscal year ·,1\83, the 
University paid abo!!( 56 cents 
per therm for natural gas it 
received from Central Illinois 
Publ;c Service. Sangamon State 
University, paying 57 cents per 
therm and the SlU School of 
Medicine in Springfield, which 
payed 58 cents per therm, were 
the only institutions paying 
more. 
"We have no control over the 
rate that we're charged," 
Dougherty said. "It's un-
fortunate that it is so high - it 
adds to the IIverall cost of 
running the University." 
., a response to the report, 
the administration states "since 
the early 1960's SIU-C has 
implemented many energy 
saving programs which were 
new and innovative to the 
field." 
Examples cited include the 
central campus utility control 
system and the street light 
replacement program. 
Charles Williams, SIU-C's 
coordinator of energy con-
servation, agreed with 
Dougherty and Engram and 
cited the fact that the 
University has added three 
buildings and added air-
conditioning to others during 
the years the progress report 
examines. 
He said SIU-C will be asking 
for state funds for energy 
conservation projects, but 
admitted that capital project 
funding is tight. 
"There's more competition 
for existing funds," Williams 
said. "Before they fund a 
project. there has to be a 
definite payback period." 
According to Williams, it is 
easier for a university to get 
funding for a project with a 
shorter payback period. 
Conservation measures 
implemented in 1974 which the 
administration cited in its 
response to the report include 
modification of space utilization 
and scheduling, a reduction 0: 
30 to 50 percent in hallway 
lighting and reductions in ex-
terior decorative lighting. 
"Edicts and directives, no matter how well-intentioned, 
s.tifle the. creativity and effectiveness of people on the rlrin~ 
line," said Harold Seamon, executive director of the illinOIS 
Association of School Boards. 
Court upholds creationism order 
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - The Louisiana Supreme Court 
ruied Monday that the state Legislature had the right to order 
creationism taught alongside the tlM!ory of evolution in public 
schools. 
The ruling, by a vote of 4-3, did not consider the merits of 
scientific or religious questions about crf'.ationism - questions 
which both sides now expect to argue in federal cour~ 
Instead, the court focused entirely on whether the 
Legislature could pass a law saying what can be taught in 
ptJblic schools. 
NCAA control of games challenged 
.W ASHING~~ (AP) - ~e Supreme Court said Monday it 
·Wl tackle a blllion-dollar dispute over whether the National 
Collegiate Athletic Assodation or individual schools should 
control the televising of college football gamcs. 
The justices, in a ca&e lIey were told might revolutionize 
sports on TV, agreed to review rulings that the "CAA's 30-
year control violates federal antitrust law. 
The court's decision is not expected until next year and 
therefore will not affect contracts, worth $74.2 million, for the 
current football season. 
Professor wins economics prize 
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) - Gerard Debreu of the 
University of California at Berkeley won the 1983 Nobel Prize 
ill economics Monday for showing mathematically how the 
market syst~m achieves a balance between supply and 
demand. 
The 62-year-4Jld llrofessor's studies once were rejected as too 
theoretical to have any practical application However, they 
laid the groundwork for a generation of econJmic researchers 
and now are cited in every modem economic3 textbook. 
Suspect to face extortion c·harges 
CHICAGO (AP) - Jury selection began Monday in the 
attempted extortion tnal of James Lewis, who is accused of 
trying to exploit last year's Tylenol murders by demanding $1 
million from Johnson & Johnson to "stop the killing." 
U.S. District Judge Frank J. McGarr warned nearly 50 
prospective jurors that Lewis, who recently was sentenced to 
10 years in prison in an unrelated case, had not been charged 
in the Tylenol deaths. 
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Homecoming 1983 
November 5 
• Nominations are now 
being accepted for Homectlming 
King & Queen candidates 
Deadline Oct. 24 
• Represent your group or 
organization with an 
entry in the Homecoming 
Parade. 
Deadll". Oct. 26 
• Enter the Banner or Window 
Painting Contest 
Deadline Oct. 26 
• Sign up in the SPC Office-
3rd floor Student Center 
WATCH FOR INFORMATION 
BOOTH THIS WEDNESDAY 
& THURSDAY IN THE 
$TUDENT CENTER lOam-2pl1l' •• "., , .••• ;, , .. , 
COMPACT frolll Page 1 
compact include a clause which 
calls for the compact com-
mission; made up of one 
representative from each party 
state, to adopt policies man-
dating reduction of waste 
generated within the l4-state 
region. The original compact 
required the commission to only 
consider reduction policies. 
The amended compact also 
would require the commission 
to adopt treatment, storage and 
disposal methods designed to 
minimize or eliminate the 
amount of waste buried in' 
shallow landfills. En-
vironmental groups, noting that 
five of six shallow landfills in 
the United States are leaking, 
feared that dump-site operators 
would prefer shallow land 
burial because it is the cheapest 
dispru:al method. 
The initial membPrship fee 
pi!id to the commission by party 
states would be changed by the 
amended compact to $50,000. 
The original compact calls for 
party states to be charged 
$50,000 or $1,000 per cubic meter' 
of low-level waste shipped from 
that state in 1980, whichever is 
lower. 
While the compact's senate 
sponsor called the amendments 
"devastating," Kathleen 
Kusick of Illinois South Project 
said Southern Illinois groups 
opposed to the miginal compact 
are pleased with the changes. 
"I think it's a really good 
start," Kusick said Monday. 
adding that she will propose 
additicnal amendments to 
ensure citit:en participation and 
access to compact documents to 
the sen'lte committee on 
Tuesday. 
Kusick, who will represent 
Iilinois South, Souther .. 
Counties Action Movement and 
Save Our Shawnee. said one 
amendment calls for the 
compact commission to set up 
guidelines monitoring the ac-
. ceptance of contributions. The 
compact. as presently written, 
allows any individual or cor-
poration to donate money. 
eqUipment, supplies or services 
to the commission. which 
Kusick said could bias the 
commission. 
Other amendments Kusick 
. will propose would mandate 
public hearings in each party 
state before the regional 
management plan. which would 
spell out how the dump sites are 
operated, is adop~ed a.ld would 
require the pian to be ratified by 
the state legislatures. 
Kusick said the groups she 
rcpresents also want the 
commission's annual report 
made available to the pubJie 
and want public document 
rooms contaming all materials 
related to the commission set q) 
in each party state. 
State Sen. Virginia Mac-
Donald. R-Arlington Heights, 
recently called the amendments 
proposed by the Senate com-
mittee "ludicrous:' and con-
tended that illinois is "totally 
protected" by the original 
compact. 
MacDonald said that if the 
General Assembly does not pass 
the compact unamended. 
IIh lois, the fourth largest 
nuclear waste generator in the 
United States, will have to bear 
the full cost of disposing of its 
low-level waste. She argued 
that the four states which have 
already ratified the compact 
will be unwilling to consider a 
new document. 
Although the compact would 
supersede any state and federal 
legislation that contradit::ts it, 
MacDonald maintams the 
proposed Curry Bill would 
address the concerns of com-
pact opponents. 
"Our thinking is that the 
eurrf Bill is so practical that if 
it were presented to them (the 
commisssion), there is a good 
chance they will accept at least 
part of it," MacDonald sai(i 
"We may not have it all our own 
'oV,ay. The commission will work 
that out." 
MacDonald conceded' that 
"the~'e are going to be errors" 
made in the disposal of low-
level waste, but called it ali 
"atrocious and abominable 
error" not to' approve; the 
compact. 
llcFarlane 
"iUiined iO post 
WASHINGTON lAP) 
President Reagan named 
Middle East special envoy 
Robert C. McFarlane as his 
national security adviser on 
Monday, saying the former 
Marine officer "shares my view 
about the need for a strong 
America." 
It was an appointment that 
dismayed hard-line con-
servatives who waged a strong 
lobbying campaign on behalf of 
U.N. Ambassador Jeane Kirk-
patrkk. 
Reagan declined to be drawn 
into predictions of Mrs. Kirk-
patrick's future role in his 
administration during a brief 
news conference and said "as 
far as I know she's happy" with 
her U.N. job. 
There Have been persistent 
reports In recent days that Mrs. 
Kirkpatrick was eager to return 
to Washington. where she 
formerly was on the faculty at 
Georgetown University. 
Membership drives planned 
McFarlane, a 45-year-old 
former Marine lieutenant 
colonel and foreign policy 
professional who worked in the 
Nixon and f'ord administrations 
under Henry KiSSinger. im-
mediately took over the job 
from William P. Clark, 
nominated as secretary of in-
terior. The White House job 
does not rPquire Senate con-
firmation. 
B,· Joh!! Stewart 
Staff Writn 
The Carbondale Federation of 
University Teachers and the 
American Association of 
University Professors are 
gearinl! up for membership 
drives in response to the 
possibility of collective 
bargaining at SIU-C. 
Gov. Thompson signed two 
bills Sept. 23 granting Illinois 
public employees collective 
bargaining rights. Thompson's 
amendatory "hanges to the bills 
are expected to pass easily in 
the current session. said Emil 
Spees. higher education 
professor and AAUP president. 
On Nov I CFUT and AAUP 
will co-sponsor a cam\>us-wide 
informational meeting on 
collective bargaining. Three 
AAUP officials will be featured 
speakers: Charles Zucker, 
exectutive director or the 
Illinois conference, Gerie B. 
Bledsoe, national dir(>ctor of 
collective bargaining. and John 
A. Slosar. centred region oificer. 
Another AAUP-CFUT co-
sponsored informational 
meeting with CFUT speakers 
~Il be held in February, ac-
I!ording to Lawrence Dennis, 
professor of educational 
leadership and CFUT vice 
president 
Herbert Dorow, president of 
the CFUT. is pursuing a 
collective tJargaining election 
and the Cf'UT has begun a 
membership drive. 
AAUP leaders surveyed their 
membership to see if there was 
support for collective 
bargaining at SID-C, and if so 
what group would members 
favor as a bargaining agent. 
Two-thi.-ds of the AAUP 
members that responderi were 
in favor of collective bargaining 
at SIU-C, according to the 
survey released Monday. 
The AAUP survey, conducted 
Oct. 3 through 14, had 44 
respondents and indicated a 
moderate to strong desire ior 
collective bargaining at SIU-C, 
Spees said. This response came 
from a group he describes as 
reiativeiy conservative on most 
issues. 
THE ANSWER 
\II~ ~~ 1ft\. of DeSoto 
867·2549 
101 KIM STREET 
THE QUESTION 
WHAT CAN 
MAGNITIC 
INTERIOR STORM 
WINDOWS DO? 
1-11 T1MH CHIAN_ THAI4 
MOST HPLACIMINT WIN-
DOWS UP TO TIN ftMil AI 
mlCTlVl AI ALUMINUM 
ITOItMJ. ____ AHa fa CONDUCTIVI 
IlEAT LOU AND wmIWlY ~TIO All 
_ntAncN 
MUtAlB~_OISTnIOI_ 
_nyllDUCB~11OH 
1lDUCB0000000NIlIII 
QUICII_INITAUAT1DII 
..-AVAI.AII! IIIWHlllOIIWIC-' 
__ 011 CQMMBCIAl. SUllFACI 011 
IICISI MOCHT 
PIIII-NO oeuGAT1ON 
UflMAftAND 
D!!~AT1ON 
Emil Spees, higher education 
professor and AAUP president, 
said the group is over-
whelmingly in favor of AAUP 
becoming the faculty 
bargaining a[ _nt should a 
campuswide representation 
election determine SIU-C 
employees want collectivE" 
bargaining. 
Before a representation 
election is held, though. the 
~~~oyeb~ to d~in~es~ese~~~ 
"bargaining unit" could be 
made up of just faculty, 
educationally-minded ad-
mir.lstrative professional staff 
and faculty. such as departr>1ent 
chairmen, Spees said. 
Representation elections let 
unit members decide if they 
want collective bargaining. and 
if so what group will represent 
them in negotiations. 
The CFUT is also planning a 
membership drive in an-
ticipation of a collective 
bargaining representation 
election. The CFUT is a part of 
the AmE"rican Federation of 
Teachers. an AFL-CIO affiliate. 
Jane Fonda & 
Aerobic Dance 
M.W.' 3:3I-4:Mpm 
T. Th 3:-":1Opm 
17 •• 
Tap Dance 
Mon 7:.a:30pm 
., .. 
Beginning 
Contradance 
T. Th 7: .... : ...... 
., .. 
Intermediate 
Clogging 
T ..... J: .. tztt 
ts •• 
cosmetology 
Wed 6:00-8:OOpm 
".00 
Beginning 
Guitar 
Mon. •• : .... 7:. 
q.M 
Dennis is leading the CFUT's 
effort to form an alliance with 
AAUP for the pUI'p(.lSe5 of joint-
representation for SIU-C's 
faculty as a bargaining agent. 
Donow said he anticipates a 
collective bargaining 
representation election in the 
coming year. 
The AAUP will have a 
meeting at 3:30 p.m. Thursday 
at Faner Hall Museum's 
auditorium. The featured 
speaker \\oill be AAUP Illinois 
director Charles Zucker, who 
will focus on membership 
development at SIU-C in light of 
collective bargaining. The 
meeting marks the start of 
AAUP's fall membership drive 
and all interested in joining the 
professional organization are 
invited to attend, Spees said. 
Predictions as to the effects of 
collective bargaining on 
campus vary. Spees said it 
would provide the impetus for 
SIU-C's administration to in-
clude faculty in more decision-
making about academic and 
fin:lOdal issues. 
Mcf'arlane does not have the 
longtime insider status with 
Reagan that Clark enjoyed, nor 
is he likely to champion Pen-
tagon and CIA views in battles 
with the State Department as 
much as Clark did. 
$34 taken from 
handicapped man 
Carbondale police are in-
vestigating ~he strong-arm 
robberv of a Carbondale man 
Saturday night in front of Lewis 
Park Apartments, 800 E. Grand 
Av~. 
James E. McElroy. 24. told 
police the robbery occurred at 
2:1)5 a.m. when a black male 
approached him and demanded 
~ioney. 
The man took $34 cash from 
McElroy, who is confined to a 
wheelchair . 
MINI-COURSES 
Filii '83 
Intermediate 
Guitar 
Wed .. 1:11-1:11 
n." 
Horsaback 
Riding 
.... ItII-Slllpnt 
or Sun 4st1-S: ...... 
'41.00 
ConversationD I 
Japanese 
Thur 7:00·9:OOpm 
'4.00 
Conversational 
Sfgn Language I 
T ...... StIO-7:tt 
M •• 
Conversational 
Sign Lansuage II 
T ...... 7:t1-t:II 
Moll 
:IPC 
Sign up for all cltuBes 
in the SPC office, lrdfloor 
Student Center 
Claaaes Be",n Oct. 24 
Knitting and 
Crocheting For 
Berfnnera 
T ...... S:1J.t:1S 
lUI 
Knitting and 
Crochetin, 
T ...... 1:11-7:1I 
The New Horizons 
Mini-Course 
program is looking 
jor people to fill 
the Jollowfng 
Positions : 
.ProIIIotIon ~I .. tor 
....... I ............ ~Ir .. tor 
•• _tructor hcrult1llent & 
1 .. I_tlon~l .. tor 
If you ore Interested In 
"geHlng Involved" with the 
m/nl-cours. prOflrom please 
coli the SPC Off'~. 
""'U.~ 
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Woods communication 
s~~. CHAIN SAWS have stopped. The communication has 
The formulatiuo of the Natural Areas Committee may once and 
for all silence the controversy surrmmding the management of 
Thompson Woods. It is an intelligent, logical medium for dealing 
with the long-term problem concerning undeveloped, natural areas 
on campus. It is too bad that one-third of the Thompson Woods 
(')p ... nup is already completed and that, at least as some of its critics 
believe, irreparable damage may have been done. ,., 
But it is better to stop the work noW:though it makes'completion 
of the project impossible before cold weather set: in. than to con· 
tinue without discussion and compromise with thnse most affected 
by the cleanup· - researchers who have projects in the woods and 
those most knowledgable of the rare species and delicate ecosystem 
that the woods represents. 
BUT THE THOMPSON WOODS controversy illustrates a 
problem that is broader than the removal of dead trees and 
honeysuckle. It concerns members of the University community -
faculty, administration and students, working together as a team 
for common goals. . 
There would have been no controversy if administration officials 
had consulted members of the fa'~ulty before work began. By not 
consulting .them, they have not only oCfended those faculty mem-
bers - which causes further breakdowns of communication - but 
they have sabotaged their own project. 
AN ORDERLY, informed cleanup of Thompson Woods could have 
been beneficial to all by clearing out some of the tangle of un-
derbrush that is clogging the woods - thus making the woods safer 
and more appealing - and controlling a detrimental growth that 
thre~t~ns k! take over the woods. By going off half-cocked, the 
admlnJstration caused a controversy that should not have occurred. 
The meager two-inch item on 
Page 6 of the Oct. 4 Daily 
Egyptian, "Trustees cancel 
October session" at Car-
bondale, raises interesting 
questions. What business do 
they consider "pressing" and 
what functions are trustees 
supposed to fulfill? They are to 
be at Edwardsville in 
November. Is absentee 
"ownership" a good way to run 
a University? 
Front-page headlines that day 
were, "Job classes, salaries 
framework under fire" and "600 
sign petitions to halt brush 
cutting." The first referred to 
the Hay Associates fiasco to 
whi!!h people are slowly 
awakening, and the second to 
the costly vandaiism in 
Thompson Woods by a Slip-
posedly impoverished 
University 
Other recent news has been 
the plan Lo turn the University 
into a prisoner work center. 
Fortunately the Mayor fought 
that one, and the Governor had 
to step in to help the situation. 
Where do we stand on the 
IJ'1intelligible and widely op-
posed proposal for putting a 
new library facility (Bracy 
building) nearly 20 miles away 
forever in Marion? Are our 
Trustees modern-day Neros, 
fiddling while Rome burns ~ 
Supposing we wanted more 
evidently res pol .. ible trustees, 
what could we do? Except for a 
non-voting student trv~tee. not 
one lives within 50 mIles and 
only one within 100 miles of the 
Carbondale campus. Would 
elected trustees who a.e sen-
sitive to the real rather than the 
agenda needs of the University 
be a logical answer? Elections 
offer a chance to illuminate 
issues anf. to have some ac-
countability to the taxpayers 
and voters. Would pressing for 
elected trustees be a way to 
light a candle of hope before too 
many ill-considered Ad· 
ministration plans are allowed 
to sabotage a once-proud 
University'.' - William C. .\sh-
by, Professor, Botany. The new Natural Areas Committee should be able to solve this 
problem, and we hope, put any animosity resulting from the con-
troversy behind them. But more important, it should be a lesson to 
the rest of the University community that the only way to acheive 
~~e~~mmon goals is to work with each other and not againsf each 
Why run body bag photo in paper? 
Buy Baptist center 
Now that we have 
meticulously determined that 
the Baptist Student Center 
building is unfit to store books 
and even more unfit to store 
convicts, will enlightenment 
occur? Will the administration 
suggest that sru purchase the 
buildir..g for the office and 
research space we desperately 
need. on campus? 
sm tradition suggests that we 
first try to do everything con-
trary to a reasonable action 
before we discover rationality. 
Dare we hope that traditon will 
now work again and the ad-
ministration will take the next 
step of buying the building for 
student and faculty use? -
Richard L. Lanigan. Prof(\ssor, 
Speeeb Communication. 
It was a sorrowfUl occasion to 
hear of the air disaster last 
Wednesday. It was shocking to 
see the victims lined up in body 
bags that evening on a local 
newscast. 
The next morning, over 
breakfast, it was a devastating 
shock to see that our university-
affiliated newspaper reprinted 
the morbid body bag shot on the 
front page. This insensitive act 
seems akin to the network 
newscast several years ago that 
broadcasted the murder of one 
of its camera men. 
Such insensitive journaiism is 
usually justified by profit. It has 
been argued and statistically 
proven that the public will not 
purchase -"good news." This justification is inapplicable to a 
non-commercial newspaper like 
the D.E. Furthermore, since 
two of our beloved faculty 
members were among the 
.. ;ctims, it seems to me that the 
D.E .. of all the newspapers in' 
the world, would be more 
considerate. Considerate of the 
friends and relatives who would 
not like to remember them in 
such an unpleasant way. 
The space could have been 
used to cover their man) good 
works. I am of the personal 
belief that the printi'lg oC this 
photograph was both insensitive 
and unnecessary. !\tIany 
students share in this belief. 
It ;5 unfortunate that the 
victims' children wlll have, 
perhaps as a final memory, 
such a photo. It certainly will 
not be a welcomed addition to a 
family scrapbook. - Sharon 
HutcbersoD. Student Trustee. 
Asian, Pacific nations face transport woes 
A RECENT United Nations con,truction of modern road both people and cargo. Waterways proved ideal for 
Economic and Social Com- networks. The investment ESCAP also notes that the movement of both people 
mission for Asia and the Pacific enabled road networks to ex- electricity - a cheaper, more and cargo in many of these 
(ESCAP) report shows that pand at annual r:?tes of up to 10 efficient means - is re~lacing countries even before engines 
there are less than two meters percent (15 percent for paved petroleum-based fuel m the were introduced. The ESCAP 
of paved road for every person roads) from 1970 to 1980. running of locomoth'es. China report shows, however. that 
in those regions, and ,?nly half of De~p.it.e these ~fforts, road now runs it~ first. elec.tric only three nations still em-
their rural populations have facilitIes remam woefully double-track hne, whIch lInks phasize inland waterways: 
access to motorized transport. inadequat~ i~ the region - the Taiyun and Shijiazh~ng and China, which moves one-fifth of 
This situation, ESCAP road d,:nslty IS one-tenth that of has become a. mal.or tran: its total cargo "'ia waterway 
predicts, will change litUe by the Umted States. sporter of coal mIned ID Sharuu transport; Bangladesh, 65 
the year 2000. ESCAP's Jack Prasa; province. percent cargo and 40 percent 
prediction is based on three passenger; and Thailand, which 
major problems bedeviling Staff Writer INCREASING operations and has borrowed $53 million from 
road and transport develop- maintenance costs of gasoline- ESCAP like\\ise cited the the World Bank to improve its 
ment in most of Asia and the fed road transport systems Philippines and South Korea for inland waterways. 
Pacific: roads are the principal means have also brought the im- efforts in preparins master 
- A serious lack of funds for for the internal movement of porta nee of rail transport to the plans for transportatIon. Their 
road construction, maintenance people and goods in developing attention of developing coun- planning "not only covers all 
and transport development. countries. Asia is home to half tries. ESCAP reports state that modes of transportation but 
- A lack of skilled and ex- of the world's four· billion rail transport is becoming more also their interaction with other 
perienced people for efficient people. important in Bangladesh, sec'<>rs of the economy." 
management and planning of Road transport predominates Burma, Indo!"!l?Sia and Malaysia The Asia-Pacific nations 
integrated road and transport except in China and India, - all of which. among others, shf)!!ld also pay more attention 
systems. which have developed and neglected railv.ays in past ef- tIJ developing inland waterways 
- A need for expertise in expanded their rail transport forts at transportation to modernize their transport 
finding more economic and systems. These systems now development. These four sectors. Long neglected but still 
efficent alternative systems. carry over 50 percent of on-land nations have lately been joined with the potential to provide 
passenger and freight traffic in by Pakistan in speeding up cheap and efficient means of 
those countries. rehabilitation of their railroad transI)Grt, the waterways are 
IN ITS economic and social In the last decade, most tracks and locomotive fleets, ideal to move bulk cargoes lik" 
survey of the region last year, developing nations have poured seeing in the system a more ore. coal, fertilizer, grain and 
ESCAPnoted that railways and substantial public funds into economical means of moving timber. 
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IN OTHER developing 
countries, ESCAP states, use of 
inland waterways for transport 
continues to decline because o! 
competition from the more 
flexible road transport. 
The ESCAP report and others 
show that more attention :;houl!! 
be given to exploiting the 
(Xltential of various mod~s of 
transportation to help reduce 
universal transport costs and to 
ease tile pressure on the road 
systems of developing coun-
tries. 
----------~e"POint-------------------------Do teacher' 'strikes -------------- ------ ,p,' . 
mean better schools? 
Edilor's Note: The following eODl-
mentary was written by David Everson. 
Joan Parker and Jack Van Der Silk of 
the Illinois Leglslalive Studies Center at 
SangamOD State University. 
This is to sertify that 
MARY LOU FUNFAT 
has graduwaited from Shady 
Oaks Public High School. 
having completed the requi-
red currickulum. 
I 
II 
i.\'--~rJ. r I 
Football games, the smell of burning 
leaves, and teacher strikes - they mean 
that summer is over and fall is upon us. 
Fortunately, there have been fewer 
actual strikes than the number 
threatened. Many families nonetheless 
have been unsettled by lingering con-
cern about unresolved teacher con-
tracts. 
big salaries. In 12 cities with populations 
over a half million, the range of starting 
salary schedules for an iilexperienced 
teacher with a bachelor's degree was 
$11,600 (Philadelphia) to $16,000 
(Houston). Chicago. which has ex-
perienced six strikes since 1969, was on 
the low end at $13,800. Median starting 
salaries in Illinois were $13,300. The 
maximtnn salaries in large U.S. cities 
ranged from a high of $29,000 (Detroit) 
to a low of $21,300 (Los Angeles>. 
Chicago payo; a maximum of $27.400 
while the median for top scheduled 
salaries around the ~t of the state is 
$23,500. Moreover, salary increases over 
recent years have lagged behind the rise 
in the Consumer Price Index. 
A' ............ "." ... ~II ; ....... .,..._- w' L_ ___ _______ ~ __ I 
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A new wrinkle in some places has 
formed: some teachers returned to 
classrooms this fall though negotiations 
were incomplete. Families bought the 
new sneakers, jeans, tops and un-
derwear. Working parents renewed 
their arrangements for car pools. baby 
sitters and day care centers. 
ANOTHER hard fllct is that tax 
revenues from state and local sources 
are not increasing. Indeed, in many 
communities tiley are dropping. 
Property values and tax assessments 
have flattened out Unemplf'YJDellt and 
high interest rates have stopped 
economic mobility. The decline in 
school-age population has begun to turn 
around, so in many I1!inQis communities 
costs in elementary schools, at least, are 
on the rise again. Because these growth 
patterns are uneven, certa:n city school!' 
bave vacant space while some suburbF.n 
administrators are consulting th~ir 
architects. 
use of resources for the kinds of courses 
states require - physical education, 
driver education, consumer education 
and the like. Graduation standards are 
based on years spent in grades, not on 
performance. 
negotiations and sometimes bitter 
strikes. IncreaSingly organized and 
aggressive,. teachers and their unions 
will have the opportunity to press their 
case upon the voters in the electoral 
process. 
Teachers picked up a couple of 
paychecks as they got the first learning 
units under way. Then negotiations 
stiffened. strike votes were debated, and 
in some notable instances across the 
state - inchlding Chicago - strikes 
were called. Family schedules were 
knocked askew and community people 
chose up sides. Letters to the editor 
columns filled with invective while 
reporters tried to keep their stories 
balanced. 
IF COLLECTIVE bargaining and an 
emergence of politiCS in school problems 
will lead to solutions, D1inois' future is 
bright; but we are not sanguine about 
that prospect. 
PUBLIC schools have serious 
problems. Some, but not all, are being 
addressed through negotiations and 
bargaining among teachers, ~rds and 
administrators. 
Teachers nationally do not make very 
Meanwhile, the National Commission 
on Excellence in Education has given 
the public little S<itisfaction cmcerning 
the instructional accomplishn.ents of ito; 
schools. There are complaints about an 
absence of discipline, weak instruction 
in basic sciences, and a disproportionate 
The newly adopted state law for public 
employee unions is expected to 
stimulate union memberships sub-
stantially. Another fresh element is the 
statewide election day for non-partisan 
elections. On Nov. 8, for only the second 
time. school board candidates across the 
state will be up for election on the same 
day. And the recently established 
biennial election schedule set by state 
law means that board members will run 
for office every other school year, soon 
after the time of grueling contract 
WILL THIS process of public conflict 
unify parents, teachers. students and the 
rest of the citizenry to improve the 
schools? We think it is ridiculous to build 
salary schedules on the assumption that, 
during a career of personal growth in the 
teaching profession. a person should 
only expect to approximately double his 
or her salary. But schools need more 
than well-paid teachers - they require 
community support and parental in-
volvement. 
We are not convinced that strikes 
make that happen. Perhaps the con-
solidated election will improve public 
debate and lead to closer connections 
between the peorle and their public 
schools. 
VIRGIL By Brad Lancaster 
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Letter-writer misread article ~ 
on Koreans' views of America 
In his letter (Daily Egyptian, 
Oct. 3), Joseph Gutierrez took 
issue with the general com-
ments of Mr. Shim aDd Mr. Cboi 
on the United States and its 
people. He criticized the 
reference frames for their 
views as limited and then 
suggested that the two Korean 
journalists "lack common sense 
and manners_" No doubt. his 
intention to reprove what the 
Koreans said about America is 
quite understandable; as a good 
U.S. citizen he defended his 
beloved country. 
The problem with his 
criticism is. however. that he 
misreads or misunderstands 
the article at issue. Indeed, 
Gutierrez should have read it 
once more before taking a pen 
to unnecessarily dress down 
Mr. Shim and Mr. Choi. His 
sub~tive understanding of the 
artIcle is quite evident 
throughout his letter. 
Gutierrez takes a naive one-
dimensional approach toward 
the article. That is, he hastily 
concludes that Mr. Shim's and 
Mr. Choi's mildly unfavorable 
comments on America are the 
opposite of Korea. or vice versa. 
He should know better than 
that. Just because the Koreans 
teportedly stated that 
Americans "don't get along 
with their neillbbors and there 
is a lot of viofence and noise," 
they didn't necessarily imply, in 
strong contrast to the way 
Gutierrez understands. that 
their fellow Koreans always are 
neighborly or nopviolent. 
Rather, they just made a 
judgmental observation, 
without making a one-to-one 
comparison between the U.S. 
and Korea. 
Second, I read the article in 
question over and over again. I 
repeated1r. failed to understand 
Gutierrez s interpretation of it. 
For example. he said in his 
letter: "he (Mr. Shim) likes the 
Korean culture better because 
the girls are 'modest and 
womanly ... • 
Gutierrez should carefully 
read the last paragraph of the 
article again, which he has 
apparenUy distorted to argue 
hIS unconvincing point. Mr. 
Shim just said that he likes his 
country and its culture as a 
Korean. He, as a Korean man. 
just characterizes Korean girls 
as such. 
In swn, it goes without saying 
that understanding a verbal 
~ion should start from 
objective and common-sense 
grasp of the context in which the 
eJlpression is used. It ill 
becomes a university student to 
forget this and to stretch his 
own reasoning beyond logical 
limits. This simple and clear 
guide should have been ob-
served when Gutierrez read the 
article. - Kyu Ho YOUDl, 
Doc:toral Student, JounaUaDl. 
Let's look at both sides 
0/ Thompson Woods issue 
This is not of concern to those 
supporting or opposing the 
"clearcut" of Thompson Woods, 
but rather to those :;0 called 
"semi-concerned" i!ldividuals 
who would like to pick a side, 
but know very little about what 
composes a true forest 
ecosystem. 
After discussing the situation 
with many of my forestry 
collegues, I tallied up a list to 
help those of you choose which 
team you wish to support ... 
Pros (Reasons for supporting 
the c1earcuO: 
l. Provides a well deserved 
change of pace for the main-
tenance workers. 
2_ Allows those of us who like 
to study behind the Student 
Center to blow off our work in 
order to observe extensive 
forestry practice in action. 
3. The gentle murmur of the 
chain saws and wood chippers 
creates a positive atmosphere 
before a calculus exam. 
4. All sarcasm aside, it has 
security benefits (i.e.. the 
University finally realized that 
it is ~heaper to thin the woods 
than to light the Brightway 
Path.> 
Cons CReasons for opposing 
the c1earcut): 
1. It's one way of getting your 
picture in the DE to send home. 
2. It's a vain attempt to wipe 
out the Japanese honevsuckle 
that is already uncontrollably 
spreading at the speed of light 
throughout 260,000 acres of the 
Shawnee National Fores!. 
3. The University is liable to 
be sued if a wood chipper 
throws a chip into someonl!'s 
eye. 
4. All sarcasm aside, it is a 
disturbanc~ to the natural 
forest ecosystem that so many 
hate to see destroyed by the 
swift sword of progress. 
Which weighs more -
security or prese;rvation? 
Personall~:. I like the best of 
both. Let s stop stabbing each 
other and come to a mutual 
agreement. I've lost too much 
sleep already ... good day. -
David Mereker, Junior. 
Forestry. 
Watt critics unjust 
There has been great tacked his character. They 
rejoiCing by liberals over the pounced on every slip of the 
resignation of James Watt. tongue and blew them out of 
Ther have done a great in- proportion for their own cheap justice to Mr. Watt and the rest advantage and politiw ad-
of us Americans. vancement. I hope President 
Sensi~l he was doing a Reagan is not swayed I>y this 
terrific job as Secretary of the nonsense of our nation's 
Interior, they did their best to bleeding hearts and appoints 
drive the poor mar. out of office. another capable secretary to 
As usual, the liberals refrained proceed benefitting nature, the 
from criticizing his record. How private sector and all of WI 
could they? It W83 impeccable. Americans. - Bogdan Medrek. 
Instead, they resorted to their SopIlomore. Biological Seien-
usual mud-slinging and at- .ees. 
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Monty.Python writer, actor 
to stage Shryock com.edy show 
* Films 
TONIGHT 
Martin Sheen & 
Siuy Spacek in Montv Python-style humor 
will 'come to Shryock 
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tuesday 
when Graham Chapman will 
provide antics and film clips 
from the British comedy troupe. 
Chapman has not spent his 
entire life making people laugh, 
however. He is a certified 
medical doctor, and was 
educated in such places at Eton 
and St. Swithin's Hospital, 
London. 
But he became addicted to 
humor when he won a place in 
the elite Footlights Club at 
Cambridge University. He has 
written with or for such wit'> as 
David Frost, Marty Feldman, 
Peter Cook and Peter Sellers. 
Chapman is a writer and 
actor for the group that formed 
in the shadows of the Cam-
bridge Footlights Club at 
Camllridge University. 
Chapman me' John Cleese 
tbere and later connected with 
Michael Palin, Terry Jones, 
Eric Idle and one American, 
Terry Gilliam. He helped found Britain's 
The troupe began with an idea "Gay News" and wrote for the 
for a series called "Owl- televsion series • 'Doctor in the 
Stretching· Time," and ended up . House" and wa, an actor-Wr1ter 
with "Monty P,ytl\OD's Flying .. for, most Pyf.lOD movies, in-
Circus" to communicate their eluding the 1e;lding role in "The 
humor. Life of Briar.." 
This list of accomplishments 
does not chronicle his life. 
however. The darker side of his 
humor has been a life of chronic 
alcoholism. He has depicted his 
roller coaster life in "A Liar's 
Autobiography," which moves 
from bizarre fantasy to true 
adventure to human experience 
and back again. 
Chapman will also provide an 
opportunity for discussion about 
the comedy troupe during the 
evening performance. 
Tickets are still available for 
$5.50 and $7 at the Student 
Center Central Ticket Office. 
Tickets will also be available at 
the door. The event is ~ lClnsOred 
bv SPC Expressive An-s. 
7&9pm 
$1.50 
Reading program donations sought Student Center Auditorium 
By Jay Schmitz 
Student Writer 
It's time for area bu~inesses 
and organizations again to help 
teach Johnny to read. 
For the fifth year, the 
Jackson and Perry Reading is 
Fundamental program is 
sending letters urging area 
businesses and organized 
groups to contribute to the 
program. 
ThE Jackson County program 
buys books to distribute to 3-, 4-, 
and S-year-olds and high school 
freshmen. The Perry County 
program distributes books to 
kindergarteners and first and 
second graders. 
This year, about $3,000 is 
needed from donors to buy the 
paperbooks that are 
distributed, aecording to John 
Hawkins, assistant regional 
superintendent for schools in 
Jackson and Perry counties. 
A federal reading program 
contributes about $3 for every $1 
raised locally. If the local goal 
is reached, this will give the 
Jackson-Perry program about 
$10,000 to work with this year. 
All funds go to purchase books, 
Hawkins said. 
The reading program is 
conducted by volunteers, 
mostly teachers and Carmer 
teachers, parents and high 
lIChool students. The volunteers 
are involved in book selection, 
reading motivation, book 
distribution and the finance 
committee, Hawkins said. 
"It's not just the idea, here's 
the books, and then we forget 
about. them," Hawkins said. 
The motivation committee 
~'1ci~~s ::~iV~~~b~~ ~~: 
books, trying to spark interest 
in reading. This IS especially 
helpful, Hawkins said, for the 
preschol)lers and first and 
second ~aders in the program. 
Hawkms said the program 
has been effective, in terms of 
the number of books distributed 
and in encouraging children to 
read. The program has 
distributed about 10,(h,"O books in 
each of the past two years. 
Hawkins ~id he hopes to do 
about jre same this year. Each 
child may take three books to 
keep. 
Several teachers replied to a 
questionnaire distributed by the 
superintendent's office that 
keeping the books is a major 
stimulus for the children. 
Hawkins said that teachers 
have told him the children read 
the boo.lts given to them by the 
program more readily than 
~y .... al.ld a library book, 
because the program books 
belong to them. 
The books will be ordered as 
soon as the money is collected, 
Hawkins said. The organ;' .tion 
orders the books from suppliers 
approved by the nati{Jnai 
reading program. 
The books wiD be distributed 
to day-care centers, elementary 
schools and participatitlt, 
Jackson County high schools in 
March, April and May. 
Hawkins said he was unsure 
why ninth graders are included 
only in the Jackson County 
prWo!~ver, he said, the 
Jackson County program allows 
the high schools to get involved 
because preschoolers aren't the 
only ones with reading dif-
ficulties. 
m&OUIIIII 
LUlleN SPECIAU 
1I:OO-Z:00 
FOR A HEAIlTY 
SLICE 11 SODA/" 
11.49 
FREE D8.1VE1lY 
529-4130 
(After S:O:lJ 
6" $, I//ino;, 
BEGIN YOUR FUTURE 
AS AM OFFICER. 
Many rollege courses prepaIP 
you tOr a job in management. 
Sooner or larer. But successfully 
compietll1jl Anny ROTC will 
place }'Ou in a management job 
right after graduation 
It's definitely not a 
trainee job. You could be 
accountable for millions 
of dollars worth of equip· 
ment. And responsible for 
many of the Arrny'~ lOp 
technicians. 
You might find )'Our-
self supervising a staff' of 
rompurcr pnJgTammers in 
Heidelberg. Missile tel'll-
nicians in Kcrea. Or sareUite 
trackers in Samoa. 
To qualify, }'Ou take 
a few hours of RGrC classes 
weekly, along with the 
subjects in your major. You 11 
receive financial assistance 
-$Iooa month, uplO$l{XXl 
a year - in your last tWO 
yt.'ars. And }'Ou might even 
qualify fOr a ,;cholarshir 
For more infOrmation 
on what could be the most 
• 
}OulI ever make, seeYOUI 
Professorof ~.ilitary Science. 
Or write to: Anny ROTC, p.o. Box 9000, CIifron, New 
Jersey 07015. 
important planning decision For Details Contact ARMY ROTC. Paul J. RaHaell 
Army ROTC 
453·5716 
BEALL lOU CAM BE. 
At 7J,~.he~s .at.~or~ on !~.I:l~hi.l!g~~.~gr.!-a~. 
By Debra Colburn guidance and psychology. out of the dormitory. During the lot of bootleg and homemade 
Starr Writer Potter said she hopes to be week, they had to be in by 10 brew available. 
In the fall of 1929 Eva Potter 
came to Carbondale to work on 
her degree. Now 54 years later, 
she might actually finish it. 
Potter, who left SINU (as 
SIU-C was known in those days) 
in 1931 with a two-year teaching 
certificate, is now taking 
courses toward a degree in 
occupational education from 
SIU-C. 
"It has always been a thorn in 
my side that I didn't get a 
degree, .. she said during a 
telephone interview from her 
home in Riverside, Caiif. 
Potter is taking courses from 
the University through the 
vocational ecucation studies 
military program. She attends 
classes everj other weekend at 
Mar<.h Air. Force Base in 
Ri,,~rside. ' 
She decided to try age in for a 
bachelor's degree after a friend 
- also in her 70s and who holds 
a Ph.D .. ,. inspired her, said 
Harold Bardo, instructor in 
able to get her teaching p.m., but on the weekends they Potter said studen\S today are 
credentials so that she can could stay out until 10:30 p.m. a lot like they were when she 
qualify for substitute teaching Lights went out at 10 p.m. went to school, only students 
in California. during the week. At 7 d.m. the were more serious thE'n. 
In order to participate in the women were awakened by the The cost of tuition for a year 
vocational education studies sound of the matron hitting a was $28 when Potter attended 
military program, a student Chinese gong. SINU and that included tickets 
must have an occupational "I liked it. A lot ¢ girls didn't to the seasoo's sporting events. 
speciality. Potter's is real though. They thought it was too Potter remembers one 
estate. When she finishes strict," Potter said. basketball championship 
school, she will be qualiiied to The period between dinner victory that was celebrated by 
teach post-!'econdary classes in and 7:30 n.m. was known as free students parading through town 
real estatE'. time. At '1:30, the women would to a popular cafe for a victory 
When Potter was it student, begin studying. But Potter said celebration. 
she lived in Anthony HaU, at that many spent the time bet-
that time a women's dormitory. ween dinner and stutiy time 
LAYAWAY 
NOW 
FOR CHRISTMAS 
.c.Io lieylloank. 
.GuI ..... a... .... 
........ a. PIIIyen. 
...... ~. 
Kroger MaIl·COale West 
Living in campus residence dancing. 
halls then was very different Noting one comparison 
from living in them today, she between the way women dress 
said. on cam~us today to what was 
+++ ++++++ 
When a young man came to proper 111 her time, she said 
visit his girlfriend, she said, he "The matron would havE' a fit if 
would be met at the door by a the gir13 wanted to go without 
matron. The matron found out stockings in the summer.'" " . 
who he wanted to see and rang The area known as the strip 
for the woman to come down to didn't exist when Potter was a 
meet him - men were not student in Carbondale. But even 
allowed in women's rooms. thougb lrohibition was being) 
The women had to sign in and enforce, she said, there was a 
ANGAR:+:! 
Tuesday '+' 
Grandmother wins $6 million prize """fRGNT' t STREET Associated Press 
A Sl-year-i>ld grandmother 
who is a private investigator 
was certified Monday as the 
winner of $6 million in the 
Illinois State Lottery LOTTO 
game. 
Betty Gloss of suburban Glen 
FlIyn became th\. biggest 
winner in state lottery history, 
officials said. 
For matching the winning 
numbers drawn Saturday night, 
which were 04, 12, 17, 19, 32 and 
33, she will receive 20 annual 
installments of $300,000 each. 
At the certification, Gloss 
kept repeating, "I can't believe 
it. I can't believe it." 
She said she arrived at her 
winning combination this way: 
"The 4 is for April, my bir-
thmonth. The 12 is the result of 
adding the fi'. e members of my 
immediate family, plus my two 
grandchildlen, plus my five 
dogs. 
"The 19 and 32 come from the 
year 1932 in whie-h I was born_ 
And since I never win at Bingo 
because the winning numbers 
are usually one or two away 
from the ones I have, I picked a 
17 - two less than the 19 I 
picked, and 33, one number 
above the 32 I had already 
picked." 
Although Gloss knew 
Saturday she had the correct 
numbers, she did not know until 
Monday that she was the only 
Grand Prize winner. When 
there is more thar. one winner, 
the prize is divided equally 
among them. . _ . 
She said she was too "numb" 
to think of how she will use the 
money. 
The previous record in the 
Illinois State Lotterr was $3.6 
million won in May by ~'indley 
Mahaffey of Matteson, m. 
Gloss has been a bookkeeper 
and currently conducts in-
vestigations for Gloss Guard 
and Investigation Services Inc. 
Her husband, Arthur, is 
~lll .... odTh"..lh·f n .. :.,IJIIi,," r" .. t. 11;.11 
C",>!l1mlln\.,Iu .. n .. l!ulhhn.: 
~.u,h.-rn UI.II ..... l IIt,,", .. th .Il I .n'I •• n,l.d, 
president of the finr. 
The odds of winning a LOTTO 
game are about one in 3 million. 
said officials. 
AMCFaIl 
"- Special 
., AIIs.ats~ 
TUESDAYS THRU DEC 6 
Speclol Engagementa excluded 
6A:=OF HEl..L 
III Tu. 6:00 '1:00 
MR~ 
JIa Tu. 6:00 .1:00 
Old Folk's Boogi 
Old Folk's Drink Specials 
2 lor the price 01 J Drink Cards iaaued at Door 
with prool 01 Old ABe 
Ag. 21·2 .. 1 card Age 25-29 2 cards 
Age 30-39 3 cards Age .. O & Over .. cards 
* Each card entitles you to 2 drinks for the 
price of 1. 
* Absolutely must havel.D. to participate. 
No Cover 
Hangar Hotline 549-1233 
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Staff Pboto by Neville Loberg 
Sandy Hartline. of Trueblood Cafeteria. prejlareS a batcb of grilled cbeese "andwicbes. 
Meal.plans drawn year ahead, 
but current tastes are included 
By Scott Dalzell 
Student Writer 
It's suppertime on Monday, 
and 1,800 hungry students are 
about to invade Trueblood Hall 
cafeteria, expecting to eat their 
fill of tasty food. 
The cooks, bakers and other 
kitchen worker~ have been 
working for hours to ready this 
meal for the wary customers 
The preparation of this meal 
really began last spring. Menu 
planning for dormitory 
residents is a year,round job. 
Pianning the menu for 
students coming to SIU-C in the 
F'all begins sometime in the 
Spring. 
According to Lois Brumitt, 
assistant director of housing-
food service, menu planning 
doesn't start from scratch. 
We pull out what we did a 
year ago. We look at the meats 
that were selected at that time 
and review to see what changes 
we want to make," Brumitt 
said. 
Brumitt is in charge of 
planning the meat courses for 
Lentz, Grinnell. ,and Truebl~ 
Halls. The meats are usually 
planned first and the rest of the 
meal is planned around that. 
When deciding what changes 
should be made, Brumitt said, 
there are several con· 
siderations that must be taken 
into account. These Clln-
siderations range from the 
people cutting and preparing 
the meats, to whether or not 
students will like the m'!ats. 
She said that after the meat 
course is decided, the central 
:k:o~~i1er~~rueblood has to 
"We have to review the items 
that are for the bake shop to 
produce. looking at it from the 
standpGlnt of the amount of skilI 
required, the number of em 
ployees required, the work load 
)n the area and the possibilities 
)f transport," Brumitt said. 
See MEAL. Page 9 
2tncks&hoes 
Discount Basement 
600 Pairs Ladies 
Shoes 
NOW $7.00 
50 Pairs Mens 
Shoes 
NOW $10.00 
~Shoes 
South III~ DISCOUNT BASEMENTMon-Sat 
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Fishing trip ends in tragedy 
SAUK CITY, Wis. (AP) - A 
report that walleye pike were 
biting near a railroad bridge on 
the Wisconsin River attracted 
three Chicago fishing buddies -
all police officers - on an 
outing that ended in tragedy. 
Sunday night. The effort was 
resuming Monday. 
Shanks said Cappetto was 
found by a jogger Sunday 
morning, and that Sauk County 
deputies had located only the 
boat and two life preservers. 
They arrived at the river, 
hauling their small motor boat, 
"It all happened so fast, just 
survival was on my minli," 
Cappetto said. on Saturday. 
Waves from an open dam 
upst.ream began building soon 'r--------------' 
after the men left. shore and the ,I, ~AMTRAK" 
boat capsized. Detective Fred ~ 
Capetto, 42, clung to a seat • ,. I 
cushion in the turbulent water • .._~ __ 
and fought his way to the. ., (Round Trip) I 
marshy shore. He ,.J€nd a I C..L d I Ch' • 
sleepless night before finding I arvon a e- lcago t 
h~~~'eriff Alan Shanks said I $63.00 I 
Capetto's friends, detective J R"ltrlctlonl A,.ply I 
Lawrence Ferenzi, 51, and I StW At: I 
patrolm~n c;harles Schaffer, 38, I B.& A Travel I 
were mlssmg. Rough waters I 701 S.Univ. 5-C9-73047' jorced an end .. to the search ~--= __ ,. ___ .. ___ ..... 
Adult Education' 
Citizens of Perry and Jackson Counties, lIIinois-
If you or your friends want information on new 
free adult education classes for <? eo (high 
school equivalency) or ABE (adult basic 
education-elementary school equivalency), 
call or write your regional superintendant 
of schools office. 
Perry County Courthouse 
Pickneyville, Illinois 62274 
357-2828 
Jackson County Courthouse 
Murphysboro, Illinois 62966 
68-4-2151 ex. 2-43 
Donald D. Stricklin 
Regional Supt. of Schools 
Jackson-Perry Counties 
OCtober Only! 
soft 
contacts 
(chemical care; kit includedi 
In October Horner Rausch is offering soft 
contact lenses from American Hydron or 
Bausch & lomb, Take advantage of thiS 
special today and discover the comfor~ 
and convenience of soft contact lenses. 
Plus: Extended We~r 
St6995 
New ext:ended wear contact lenses which 
you can wear for UP to 30 days, even while 
you sleep. This is an exceptional offer, 
Eve examination can oe arranged 
Eye examination extra when n~.:essarv 
Soeclallenses and discounts excluded With thiS offer, 
UNIVERSITY MALL 
529·2317 
M.EAI .. from Page 8 ~******************* ~ We're Movlnglll ~ Food service has its own 
truck and ships things from its 
;torage areas to the cafeterias. 
All of these considerations are 
taken into account so difficult 
tasks are not scheduled one 
meal after another, Brumitt 
said. 
The menu then goes before a 
committee. which is composed 
of a test kitchen dietitian, in· 
terested students from each of 
the three residence halls, a cook 
who looks at the work load and 
equipment involved, and a unit 
manager from one of the 
cafeterias. 
The- committee also pulls out 
the menus from the year before 
and discusses what food to put 
on the menu. At this point a 
cohesive menu is decided on. 
Dorothy Trueblood, who has 
been unit manager at Trueblood 
Hall since 1978, said there are 
many things to take into ac· 
count· when planning a me:"lu. 
"Color. texture, likes and 
dislikes and combinations are 
many things to take into con· 
sideration," Trueblood said. 
The menu is kept as current 
as possible in relation to 
residents' tastes, Brumitt said. 
"We have the gyro sandwich, 
which is becoming a little bit 
Peo.-ia restaurant 
closed; botulism 
suspected in foods 
PEORIA (AP) - At least 10 
people who ate at a popular 
Peoria restaurant o\"er the 
wC('kend have been hospitalized 
- three In critical condition -
for . suspected botulism 
poisoning, health officials said 
Monday. 
Seven of the victims were 
reported in serious but stable 
condition, officials said at St. 
Francis Hospital and Methodist 
Medical Center, where some of 
the ill were taken. 
The restaurant, the Skewer 
Inn in Peoria's North Woods 
Mall, closed voluntarily "as of 
today," a citj' health depart· 
ment offici31 said. 
Foods suspected of causing 
the illness were pickles. 
hamburger meat and cheese. 
The meat and cheese all had 
been eaten when health officials 
arrived at the restaurant after 
being alerted by area hospitals. 
but remaining pickles were 
confiscated and flown this 
morm.;g to the Centers for 
Disease Control in Atlanta for 
testing, said Sam Churchill, a 
health department sanitarian. 
Puzzle answers 
E R EN I I 
J R o V I N E 
R r I I L t 
00 F EO 
N 0 E 
N 8 
ERR E ... L 
RUN F F 
N E... lET 
R " !.4 ENTE 
L U B 
E N N ... 
T N 
WOODSTO •••• 
... MAC •• 
• Fisher & Vestal Stoves 
• Ashley & Jen... 
Furnaces 
• Fisher Fireplace Inserts 
PRICES SLASHED ON 
ALL MODELS IN S10CK 
~~ 
U,S. South 51 
Carbondal. 
529·5700 
popular and Mexican food. 
There are more people who are 
not eating meat, so we have 
broadened that aspect of our 
menu planning." Brumitt said. 
Brumitt said the menu 
~lan!1ing committee is helpful in 
findIng out what students' 
current likes and dislikes are. 
Aside from the menu ~Ianning 
cOIT.mittee. students' hkes are 
measured by what studf!nts are 
eating outside of the cafeterias. 
"I picked up the idea for the 
naked potato bar from other 
universities. We serve baked 
potatoes and offer various 
toppings. Sour cream, whipped 
butter, bacon bits (not 
imitation) mushrooms and 
grated cheese. They can top it 
th~ way they want, .... Brumitt 
said. 
In addition to the menu 
committee, each unit manager 
meets with students who are 
served by the cafeteria. 
Brumitt sa:d this is a sit-down· 
and-discuss meeting in which 
thE students approach the 
managers with ideas. The ideas 
are then evaluated as to 
whether they can fit into the 
mEmu and what the cost value 
is. 
"That's how we got car· 
bc·nat<.:d beverages into the 
dining halls in the first place. 
because for several sessions 
students asked, ' Why can·t we 
have carbondated beverages?' 
" Brumitt noted. 
Being registered dieticians, 
Brumitt and the managers were 
afraid that students would start 
drinking too much pop and too 
Httle milk. 
"Finally we gave in and found 
out those who really, truly like 
milk will drink it anyway." 
Brumitt said. 
~ Our Inventory Mu.t a. Sold Before We Move : 
* We must be out by the end of the * ~ month. But we'll still be here in town 1 
* to serve you. Our new location will be ;: 
* at 102 W. College. 1 .... " .. ~H .. Ut .... ) * 
* Long SI .. ve Crew Neck Swea~. Only"." * 
. * Shimmel Sweat Shirts Only $3." * * Shimmel T.Shlrt. Only n .... 
.. All Shortl Only 12.00 .. 
.. lall Caps Reg. n.75 Now n.oo * 
.. * Plul Other In Store Special. lifo ~ ~ustds E~~~ ~ed:I~~~Y ~ 
"'- 6105.llIInoi. Item..:: 
..,... Sole Good Thrv Friday, Oct. 2101 ..,... 
*********~~**~******* 
****************************************** 
.. iC 
.. ~ iC 
: ~,~ ~0~~ THE GREAT TUESDA Y MASSACRE "'t./rt ! 
# ~~ ~ 
.. ~~ ~ DDcttC.,.,.tt lie- k ..,.. 
.. \ ! r"r;~c..,,,~ ~ "" ?el.,~ iC 
.. iC 
.. ~ iC 
* iC 
* iC 
i "'1 5' 1$.! 
* ~t {/~~ iC ; 11611"1 BOrn;'S ; 
..,... 8011\.IS 1:. ..,.. 
* THE iC ~ AMAZING t 
* 3SC Drafts WHEEL iC 
~ OF ~ 
:_1.00 Quart F : 
* Drafts 0 iC 
* D ~ .. ~ ~ 
~7~Speedrails T ~ 
.. U • 
* N iC .. ~ 
* E ~ ~ IWITV ~ 
* ROCK PRIZES • 
* VIDEOS GALOREI ~ .. ~ 
.. ~ ~ HAVE YOU GOT A PAm OF HOT LEGS FOB US? ~ 
.. So you thmk you",;e got a nice set of WIN A BUD LICHT WID c1 pnze for them. In the QUEST ~ 
.. legs. Sleek and sexy Or strong and JACKET' AND FOR THE BEST Hot Legs, male or iC 
.. ;,~r~:~rn~:r;~~o~mny as c1 tooth MAYBE O(J1i HOTlECS :;:~:~theBudUghtQUESTFOR iC 
* Now Bud ugh! IS proud to gIVe you the TIlOPHY THE BEST Hot Legs. All you need to iC * chance to brmg out your best legs and brmg IS the best sel of legs you've got ~ 
* CIIIIIIIII188888888811.88188811,,88I'8181811.111118111 ~ 
* ~ * THE MAD DOC WILL TAKE ENTRIES FROM THE FIRST TEN ~ 
~ MALE AND FEMAI.E CONTESTANTS, SO DON'T BE LATE, : 
;: AND DON'T FORGET TO WEAR YOUR SHORTS! ~ 
: TUESDAYS WINNERS QUALIFY FOR THE HOT LEGS FINALS, NOVEMBER 1 st : 
...... ¥¥¥¥ .......... ¥ .................... : 
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Company babysits children 
SKOKIE (AP) - Workers at 
Fel-Pro Inc. don't have to worry 
about where their preschool 
children are. They're just half a 
block away at a company-
sponsored facility. 
It's the first manufacturing, 
company in the state to provide 
the on-site care. 
Parents pay $40 a week, 
which the company matches. 
But David Weinberg, vice 
president for manufacturing, 
says that more companies don't 
provide the service because 
"it's expensive." 
"Even when it's split with the 
employee, it's still bound to cost 
sev4ral hundred thousand 
dollars a year." 
Fel-Pro, which makes 
gaskets and sealing products, is 
a "family-held corporation" 
that feels "a sort of com-
mitment." Weinberg says. 
About one-third of the com: 
pany's workers have preschool 
children, a'ld the idea was met 
with enthl.siasm. 
The day-care center opened in 
July with 21 of it.: 22 slots filled 
by 2- to 4ih-year-olds. The 
program eventually will be able 
to accommodate 150 children. 
Scott Mies, director of the 
state-licensed facility, is the 
former director of a day-care 
center in Evaru.u1n. Mies, who 
has a bachelor's and master's 
degree in early chPdhood 
education, heads a staff of four. 
Parents can visit during the 
day, and officials hope to be 
able to work out a schedule that 
allows children and parents to 
eat lunch together. 
"Just the security of knowing 
their kids are close, if 
something does happen, gives 
(the parents) a good feeling," 
Mies said. 
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Students get taste of prison 
J..-
CHICAGO (AP) - "Guards" 
took a brutal stance and some 
"prisoners" who couldn't take 
the insults, solitary con-
finement, strip searches and 
night harassment of an intense 
high school prison project 
risked dangerous escapes. 
DeEtta Rader, 16, another 
"prisoner," jumped from a 
second-story window to the 
street. 
She became confused in a 
frenzied search for a friend's 
house and a passerby who 
noticed her prison garb -
hospital scrubs - pointed her 
out to the class teacher, John 
Blake, who was searching for 
her by car. 
Blake cornered her in a back 
yp.rd and placed her in 
"SOlit.lry" where she stayed 
until a a.m. Sunday, the end of 
the project. 
The project was designed to 
give 95 participating students, 
who chose to be "gua:'ds" or 
"prisoners," a simulated in-
sider's view of the U.S. prison 
system. 
Overacting by the guards was 
not antiCipated by those who 
had chosen to be inmates. 
Michelle Rohde, 15, had to run 
the gauntlet of guards en route 
to solitary. 
An "assistant warden" 
snarled: "Think it's funny? 
Look at that wall and wipe that 
smile off your face!" 
She had disobeyed prison 
rules by looking out of her 
"cell" in the corner of a 
classrom at Immaculate Heart 
of Mary High School of 
suburban Westchester, which 
participated in the project with 
St. Joseph High School of 
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Chicago. 
Blake said he started the 
project Friday evpning after 
considerable discu'.'sion among 
teachers and administrators, 
and wri:ten parental consent 
was required. The experience 
was meant to teach, not to 
scare, he said. 
..... 'lIofttr...... .... ' .... tl,. 
...... Iy. , ...... , .. hcov" .... 
7 .. W. Main ca' .... n ... I. 
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generic • S~\..E \ 
copies .~~ 
musrJeed In 
We've moved ..... documen1 feed"r 
next to Campus McDonald's. 
815 S. illinois, carbondale 457-2223 
i\ftJiftift 
~~Jt~De~> 
Tuesday Night 
Special 
An Egg Roll 
Soup or Solad 
SIDling Three 
Fortune Cookie & Tea 
$7.95 
Murdale ~. 'opping Center 
52Q·2983 
APPLE BURROUGHS 
DEC IBM 
And other vendors of 
Micros. Wordprocessors • Supplies 
1.t Annual 
Southern IIlInol. 
Information Proceulng I. po. 
Diap}"ys &. Demonstra.tions by Vendors of Data 
Processing Software, Hardware, and Supplies. 
Sponsored by the Southern Illinois (Egyptian) 
and SIU Student Chapter of the 
DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT ASSC. 
SIU STUDENT CINTER BALLROOM I 
TUES. OCT. 1 •• ':OOpm.l0:00pm 
No cha .... for odmlulon 
~ .,,, E"<s H40¢HD~~/;~8:00 ~ ~1~j.:":f!7~: ~~:~~~ 
70¢ Seagrams 1 I I~. I .'_ ,I. 755~ wal1c8
d
r's D8
1
1uX8 I. 
7 ¢Spee rai 5 
Special of the month, .......... Q; s~i~ All O;y &; Night······ .. •• 
Seagrams V.o. 
75¢ 
Draf"40~ 
Myer.'.RulII 
71~ 
----Campus Briefs--- u.s. firms make Soviet sales 
MOSCOW (AP) - With 
yellow Caterpillar bulldozers 
gleaming in tiJe Indian summer 
outside, Soviet and American 
trade representatives called for 
increased commerce between 
the two nations Monday at the 
start of the' first U.S. trade 
exhibition here in six years. 
Ambassador Arthur Hartman 
and Dwayne Andreas, chair-
man of Archer-Daniels-Midland 
Co. 
MEETINGS TUESDAY: 
Caribbfoan Student Assoc!ation, 
5:30p.m., C!'rinth Room; Bread 
for the World, 7:30 p.m., In-
terfaith Center, 913 S. Illinois 
Ave.; Pi Sigma Epsilon, 
professional coeducational 
fraternity specializing in 
marketing, selling and sales 
management, 7 p.m., Lawson 
221 and Public Relation!' 
Student Society of America, 7 
p.m., Illinois Room, group 
picture w:1l be taken for the 
yearbook. 
A MICROCOMPUTER 
exhibition will be hosted by the 
Data Procession Management 
A..o:sociation from 6 to 10 p.m. 
Tuesday in Ballroom B. 
A SPECIAL lecture in zoology 
will be given at 4 p.m. Tuesday 
in Lawson 151. John Conner, 
environmental supervisor of 
Gulf States Utilities Company, 
will speak on "More About 
Grass Carp Larvae." 
WOMEN'S STUDIES will 
host a discussion as part of the 
colloquium series from 3:30 to 
4:30 p.m. Tuesday at 804 W. 
Chautauqua Rood. Associate 
Professor of journaiism Sharon 
Murphy and Visiting Lecturer 
Madelon Schilpp will talk about 
their book "Great Women of the 
Press." 
FALL RUSH for the Graduate 
Chapter of Iota Phi Theta 
Fraternity Inc. will be held at 7 
p.m. Tuesday in Activity Room 
A. 
THE PUBLIC Affairs Student 
Organization is sponsoring a 
speech by Mayor Helen 
Westberg on Municipal ad-
ministration and economic 
development to be given at 3:30 
p.m. Tuesday in the Illinois 
Room. 
SYNERGY WILL hold a 6-
week training program for 
beginners in volunteer crisis 
illtervention beginning Oct. 24. 
Interview appointments may be 
made at the dome, 905 S. Illinois 
Ave. or by calling 549-3334. 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS 
officials for the floor hockey 
playoff should attend a meeting 
at 4 p.m, Wednesday in the 
Recreation Center Goll Root'l. 
A WORKSHOP about ap-
plying to graduate school will 
be held by Career Counseling 
from 3 to 5 p.m. Wednesday ir: 
Woody Hall 8-142. 
THE CAPE Girardeau Area 
Chapte:- of the Ninety-Nines, 
Inc. International 
Orgamzation of Women Pilots 
will meet at 6:30 p.m. Thursday 
at The Prime Time. Jerry 
Reynolds, metero\ogist with the 
Geogr'l.phy Department, will be 
the gues~ speaker. 
U.S. officials said 105 firms 
were represented in the show, 
called Agribusiness-83, which is 
<limed at opening the Soviet 
market to American farming 
and food-processing techniques 
and equipment. 
The show could bring 
American firms millions of 
dollars i.n orders, and it was 
heralded by both its U.S. and 
Soviet organizers at opening 
ceremonies that drew Soviet 
Deputy Foreign Trade Minister 
Vladimir N. Shushkov, U.S. 
"Our trade efforts may be 
even more important than arms 
control," Andreas said. "The 
most important development 
from this is to expand good 
relations and thereby reduee 
tensions in the way that trade 
<:an do." 
Andreas, who is an executive 
committee member of the U.S.' 
U.S.S.R. Trade and Economic 
Council, the show's sponsor. 
said all the U.S. equipment. 
from giant combines to laser 
d.~vices for keeping ear-
thmoving eqUipment on a 
steady course, was n(.t subject 
to trade restrictions. 
i-----. ~i. 
• "/If"" • 
• iifit' I 
· ~.. . 
• 9 • I 1-36# • 
...... , ...... -Health and Fitness Guide--
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
ADULT SWIMMING 
prugram meets from 7 to 8 p.m. 
Tuesdays and Thursday in the 
Recreation Center Natatorium. 
A CLINIC on basic rope 
handling for safety will be given 
.at 7 p.m. Thursday at the 
Climbing Wall. 
CIRCUIT TRAINING will be 
taught from 4 to 4:30 p.m. 
Tuesdays and Thursdays in the 
Goll Room. 
OPEN DANCERCISE classes 
meet from 5 to 6 p.m. Mondays 
and Fridays, noon to 1 p.m. 
Tuesdays and Thursdays and 11 
a.m. to noon S:.1i.urdcajs in the 
West Gym (;lasses limited to 50 
people meet from 3:30 to 4:30 
p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays 
in Room 158 and 5 to 6 p.m. 
Tuesdays and Thursdays in the 
Dance Studio. 
This is 
no cheap 
pizza! 
III 
A CLINIC for beginning 
racquetball players will be beld 
from 7:30 to 9 p.m. Wednesday 
in the Golf Room and 
Racquetball Courts. 
RECREATIONAL BICYCLE 
rides begin at 10 a.m. Sundays 
at Shryock Auditorium. 
SECOND SESSIONS will 
begin Sunday of dancercise for 
the ones, dancercise for 
everyone, beginning and in-
termediate adult fitness and 
\'olleyball Registration will be 
bt:ld at the Information Desk 
until Sunday, Oct. 23. 
MIND-BODY -SPIRIT 
A WORKSHOP (In good 
s\elOping habits will be held 
from 7 to 9 p.m. Wednesday in 
the Ohio Room. 
MEDITATION CLASS meets 
from 4 to 6 p.m. Tuesdays. 
Oh. su~e we could cut 
down on the size, use 
artificial cheese. skimp on 
the items and then sell it 
two lor one But we Just 
don" believe in doing 
bUSiness that way. 
For over 20 years. we've 
been mak,ng the best 
pizza we know how, and 
we've been delivering ,t 
Iree. in 30 minutes or less. 
Gall us tOnight. 
r-----·------------··-·~ 51.00 off any 16- pizza 
One coupon per pizza 
Expires: 12/31/83 
Tax included in price. 
Fast, Free Delivery' 
616 E. Walnut 
Phone: 457-677& 
(East Gate Plaza) 
R'lule 127 North 
Phone 687-2300 
Jackson SQ. ShOp. Glr. 
LJ" ~".~ , ... r'Y '..,. .• !. l"a!'J 50)0 no 
L'm,It'·j~:I~J., • .lrt'd. L ____________ :::: ______ J 
C)1~JOO/Tt.InO .. P.I.E ... 11"1(" 
Interested persons may call the 
Wellness Center at '536-4441 to 
register. 
OVERCOMING BACK pain 
classes will meet from 7 to 9 
p.m. Thursdays beginning Nov. 
3. Registration closes Saturday 
at the Wellness Center. 
Style. 
112 Price. 
Please prestnt 
coupon before 
orderint 
HOUIl$: 
I1:OO1.'O:lJOfI-
II.SIt 
ClHdSIItWy 
Get a full-service Hairbenders style- shampoo. conditioning. cut and 
- blow stylip"-at '11 price! 
Men's styles 7.25 Women'sstyles 8.75 
Call today for an dppointment and let Hairbenders show you style! 
Hairbenders 
Hairstyling for Men and Women. 
703 So. Illinois Ave. 
Carbondale a 549-4422 
Offer good for first time clients only, Offer expires October 31. 
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,. ,f ,..cna • .-Iltd Infermatlo .. Bafeil 
.. 15 Word Minimum 
0\11 Classified AdvertisiFl, must 
~::Jl= ~~~p~~e::xt ~~o;.: 
~hlication, Ariything ~cessed 
~~~ 1:~~li~~f~~1 go in follOWing 
The Dally Egyptian unnot lit' 
responsible for more than one 
day's Incorrect Insertion. Ad· 
vertlse' s are responsl ble for 
~~~'I~~ n-,:vJ.r:~::;:t:J {:! 
advertiser which lessen tbe valut' 
of the advertisement will be ad· 
~::ily~f o~'[f;,,:dwrstP:':: ::n~:i 
your ad. call 536-3311 before 12:08 
noon for cancellation In the next 
day's issue. 
m~le~~rW~~~~~!W~~~~~~ ! 
the rate applicable for the number 
of insertions it appears. There will 
::~~ bro a~o:~~I~oena~~~a~Feu~! 
ne~iR'ecr~~~{ must be 
paid in advance excer;!t for those 
accounts with establiShed credit. 
FOR SALE' . 
Automobile. 
'73 AUDI FOX, 32 flUS mRg. Runs, 
~~~~ clean, $ 650, a ~i~ 
FUN! FUN' FUN! 1916 Fiat 
Spyder Convertible. Fire red 
Beautiful. Body & Mechanical 
excellent condition. 13450. 529-4503 
after Sp,rn. 2894Aa44 
~~~y :~2Y~~: h~~~:a~~1~~t ~~n 
$455(lor best offer. 687-1653. 
B2946Aa45 
1980 PONTIAC SUNSfRD, 38 ore 
miles, Sony AM-FM casselte 
stereo, sharp. Call 0151-4114 after 
5pm. 2961Aa42 
~~I~~[E~v,P~!Sair_~~:S-dr·, 
AM-FM casse£te, $1200. Call after 
4pm, 529-5375 or ~5982. 2968Aa42 
1973 A. M. C. HORNET, +dr., auto 
a·c, cruise, cassette, good tires, 
~O~~~~i~~~$l'. ~~~~ 
'17 CAMARO, LT, tilt·wheel, 
~~~~~~t:u~ifhw:~u:if£e~,m~~ 
springs and exhaust, excellent 
condition, low miles, Must sell! 
$2600. 529-4448. 2981 Aa48 
1974 FORD MAVERICK. Four 
='G:~:~~ftio~r~~ing. 
2989Aa43 
!~1~maTi~,M,1r.2.' 1.~li~~::, 
5; 3Opm. :.!998AM3 
19730LDS DELTA 88.4 door. p.s., 
p.b., v~ good running condifion, 
~,~rf mJ!~·fs7~m? or bes:JJl~43 
1911 CHEVROLET IMPALA, bad 
body but runs. Sell for $150 or best 
offer. 549-2012. 3009Aa44 
1911 PONTIAC CATALINA. 
Autl>matic'~J.b, &ood tires, runs ~~, L~ forB sUsan. -2243 ~1~~ 
1!l68 OLDSMOBILE TORNADO 
good cor.ditionj one owner, 58,000 actual mil~ ull powe{y air and 
~~~eni~.~igg. ~~ 
1981 FORD FAIRMONT. Six 
~~;:;~o~~t~~t/:aE~il:~t 
condition. $5200. 329-5021. 303!fAa47 
, 77 MUSTANG D Rf..CHfACK, 4 
art\oo,~~ Jllr~~I~~ent con-
3041Aa45 
19/5 MERCURY BOBCAT v-a, 
automatic, ps, excellent condition, 
L~fi':.:!li(Jr~aJ!~~take8. 
3056Aa45 
1918 BUICK OPEL 5 s~, air, ~ gas mileage, jl450, ~-:a 
1980 MAZDA 626, Metalic Gold, 5-
~,A~:;~r, ai~'e~:not;~3!~1 
defroster, Good MPG, 29,000 
miles, very clean. $4950. 529-4697. 
3067Aa48 
"i3 MAVERICK NEW Radk'or 
tierod ends and ball joints, 2Ii ,::liles 
~~r~~r'~~~:a)~rc:~~~~~\~ 
Mac. 3011Aa51 
Motorcycle. 
1980 I AMARA 400 Special, 
~:I~~:~bJi:l ~,1~1~~~~ion, 
2838AC42 
SALE. HELMETS ~ price while 
thellast. IS72 35Il Yamaha, $175. 
§r:iecr:.m~~, $650. E~~~ 
1980 HONDA CB750K. Vetter 
1t~~'I~~A:l~~~ires & ~ie~47 
'15 KAWASAKI 900CC, Good 
condition, 13,O()O mi, $1200 ur best 
offer 451-5063. - 2!lS-~Ac43 
.1976 KAWASAKI, KH-500, ex· 
cellent condition, only 6,000 miles, 
$800 o.b.o. ~2\fi8. 2988Ac44 
1983 HONDA AERO SO. Brand new, 
=.~~i~#~.gets 110~A~4s 
TIll and HILMn .AU 
uno as" Of' ON ALL 
nBS & HILMITIIN ITOCX. 
% Mile Sr .... rh of rhe Arena ~9-053' 
INSURANCE 
"c.,. Ntoto,"cycle Rate. 
'lllO 
Auto. ttom., MoII'Ie Heme 
Health, Ind/vfclual & Group 
A Y ALA INSURANCE 
457-4123 
10 ACRES ON 127, 7 miles from 
~ic~s~re. ~ntra~\~~'s.s~~~hoe.fon 
~:~ possible at 101" £~'iW~ 
WANTING TO BUILD? Beautiful 
lots in Heritage Hills, Carbondale. 
Call ~1l96. 2991Ad58 
CRAB ORCHARD LAKE. 40 acres, 
~4a~;!es~t~f~or~~~i~/ ~:r 
available. ~,ooo or best offer. 90 
percent financing avaiable at 12 
percent over 10 year term. Phone 
54~3002 after 5~ for app,ointment 
to see. 'I1tisis,~ rgain'B~d50 
300' OF OHIO River Bluff near 
Cave-in-Roc.k, IIlimis t:1:ped by 
~~eett~~~~'f!il~~a~~ 
=~t~e~~~ w:~r=.d ~t~~ 
Contact: J. N. CoMOr, 312-&1~ 
1111. 3043Ad45 
MUST SELL! THREE bedroom 
central air, fully cl!rpet~, low 
:ili~~h~m~~te~~Opn~~~ 
doOr" Barry . .f53.4301 oays, 549-&.103 
everungs. 3072Adsl 
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Mobile Hom •• 
10xSO NEWLY RE ... ·ODELED with 
~~~O:.r. n":r:na~~~t~~:r 
~~:~~'d 1~\~r:::ti~~ryd'fUOr~~~i~~~ 
$3000. 684-2704. 2716Ae42 
CARBONDALE. AVAILABLE 12-
~h~~~t~~~e~~.SS~1fR~~~ 
collect, 1-314-364-1352. 2952Ae46 
ELKVILLE. 12x65. $2500 or trade 
~t;~:5~~~kn~ 6~<&:~.~~1::::'~i!!: 
10:00 p.m. 1-563-1160. 3011Ae44 
14x10 THREE BEDROOM Con-
cord, 1911, great condition, car-
W~~'d'~ir~~~~rch i~~~~ 
FORSALE--l 
r---SPECIAL ---------'1 IOXSO 2 or 3 Bdrm., I tied down, underpinned. . 
$1995 __ ..1 
12XSO' 2 Bdrm .. tied down. 
underpinned. set on 
spacious 101. 
$2995 
12X603Bdrm. 0-.0'1. immed. 
$3995 
FInancing Avail 
See Doug BUlhur 
at N. Hwy. 51 
Corbandale 
or Cal! 
S49-300c 
COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS! 
HARVARD (grey)·Yale (white)-
rk~R~i-~~rth tna~fi~Drl~~~fu'!:)~ 
USC (white)·others. $12.50 each 
rot~d·B~Mil7.XJ;:oo~~~e~~ti~ 
39601. ~OD arders call 1-601-835-
1085. 2668Af45 
.. SPIDER WEB. .. BUY and sell 
:egl~~~~r;.f~~.antiqu~Z7S:~ 
Electronic. 
TECHNICS SirS, TURNTABLE 
with Ortofon cartridge. One_year 
old, but seldom used.ll50, calI~ 
5351 after 4pm. 3015Ag44 
COMPUTER TWO DISK drives, 
~~;:u" Modem, etc. Be~gl~5 
TELEVISION REPAIR 
FREE ESTIMATES 
2 .. -hour estimate service 
9O-day warranty 
Rental/Soles New & Used 
A-1 T.V. 
715 S.II!, Ave, 
457-7009 
Across from 710 Bookstore 
6 
I COUNTRY PAP.K MANOR 
AKA I GX600 10" ree)-t~·reel with 
tapes. 1-988-1314 after ~pm. 
3051Ag4 
M. C. S. STEREO RECEIVER 
watts-pc; M. C. S. Sem 
3 
151 
EFF·$135 I·Bed. $160 
9 &12 mor.m·corffl-dcts: 
30 day r.ontracts also i-
t· 
4 ~!~mp~i~a;r~~~~:ke~i~mla 
or years len cn warranty. $175.00 f 
ail. 1-833-2352. 305!1Ag 43 
Dear Customer: 
t 
Somo!one you know k:oowS 
me and hos learned that T. V 
and Stereo Repairs need no 
be ex!,ensive nor time-con 
suming. free Estimates 
Same·Day-Service. and High 
Tech Knowledge permit me 
to make repairs for less. like 
that someone. Call: 5-49·5936 
~rcdT:g~?c Ali.n', T.V. 
Gorne:i Repmred 403 ~ Graham 
Pet. & Suppiles 
y. 
DOG GROOMING CAR 
BONDALE. Pick-up, deliver 
ProfeSSional, all breed s, 
~~:~I~bi~l:u~U~~~5:zt~\I~~PPlies 
2831AhS 1 
o. 
Is 
AQUARIUMS MURPHYSBOR 
T;lOPICAL fishl small anima 
and birds. Also a~ and cat sUlb 
~~~~C:l~an's ., 2OB~ 60 
Blcy.cle. 
e 
e 
TEAM 'MIYATA 12 speed. Lik 
new. 61cm. Frame. Dura·ac 
equipped. saoo. Can Rick, 529-4984 
evenings. 3045Ai44 
Musical 
d PA 'S FOR RENT $30 anrl up Soun 
C.Jre music and Studios. Complet e 
. music store with unbelievabl e 
¥f~~~?v~~l~~~_i~rrbondale 
2650An45 
~~Jl~?OO~P-:.t.~l~~~ng 
FLAMENCO GUITAR LESSONS ! 
~~~~~O~-&'~~e~ho~ 
of Stars) teaches all levels. Also 
be~inners in most other styles 
Wie~:;,nls?~~~ical. ca~9~~ 
FOR RENT ~ . 
SUBLEASE NOW OR December, 1 
~~t~,3$f~~'l!arf~~~ished. 
3061Ba46 
Now Renrlng for Fall and Spring. 
EHicienciel and I bedroom apr •. No 
pel •. laundry lacilitiel. 
Py ..... hb 
(2 b:kl. from Campul) 
',.S ... wll .... 
"'-2454 457-7M1 
m 
I 
r 
available. 
All with Private Both. 
A/C. and Kitchen Fac. 
Newly Remodeled 
Slightly higher. 
NO Deposit with 
Approved Credit. 
Call ~'?9-17"1 
SECURITY PATROLLED 
Now ~ok'ng Fall and Spring , ... .,t,O(:t, 
for .Hiciencies. I bedroom and 2 bed. 
rOOm apt. 3 block. Irom Campu •. No 
pets. 
Glen WIlliam., .entet, 
'lOS. Unl"e .. lty 
"51-7941 , .... u, .. 
FURNISHED 
EFFICIENCY 
4 Blocks From Campus. 
Water, Sewer Included 
Corpete 1, Air Condo 
549-6610 
IMPIRIAL 
MICCA 
Hou.e. 
2·BEDROOM FURNISHED 
HOuSE. 2 blocks Crom SIt.:'. 457· 6849. B2691Bb46 
THREE BEDROOM TWO r.eople 
need one more. $109.50 per person 
includes heat and water. Fur-
nished. Available October 1st. 
Located next to new Kroger's (West side-of townl. 451-4334. . 
B:m2Bb41 
CARBONDALE AREA 2· 
BEDROOM and 3-bedroom (ur-
::~t~~~i~a~~'ofa~~~eJ~ 
~~.on Old Rt. i3 WestB~B':8 
fi8Js~~<;~~ths. ~Ubf~:V~~ 
campus. Will rent to gi"OUp cr 
singJ'lI. Absolutely no ~ts. Call 
684-4145. B2153Bb46 
ON~ BEDROOM COTTAGE. 
Clean, close tocam&us. Immediate 
~~~y. No pe s. 54r~Bt~ 
HOMEFINDERS WILL HELP you 
find a rental! For free service call 
529-5252 or 529-3866. Division of 
Diederich Re.,' Estate. B28IlBb55 
--
THREE BEDROOM, n'R-
NISHED. Close to campus ami I~~ 
~~~r~bie$~!,! ~:ir~. gik~~t· 
THREE "lEDROOM HOUSE-
across from Rec. Center, great 
loca~ion. Furnished o;~ un-
furDished, rt':Jt now for '",inter 
semester. 529-1539. :a'56Bb56 
dOUSE 2-BEDROOM, WELL 
insuJati!d, clean. 2 blocks from Rec 
Center. $300. Available Nov. 1st. 
45NiI66. 29BIBb42 
UNFURNISHED ONE BEDROOM 
apartment in hou~e. Five miles 
south of Carbondale, $2OO-month 
plus '-:! utilities. 1-9f'A-1152. 
3010Bb45 
4-WHEEL uELIGHT~ VERY 
rural, ~,ecluded. 2-bedrooms. 
Appliances, water, sewer, trash 
furrushed. $22:i. 54&-3850. 
B3034Bb44 
3-BEDROOM furnished, brick 
rancher, 2-bath. located n!:ar 
~::J~~~~;ohr~~~~fh~;~J~ie~i;n~ 
cluded, available immediately. 
$475-monlh, 451-4334. 3O:>3BD61 
---------
4-BEDROOM. SPLIT-LEVEL 
furnished. 3 males need 1 more' 
p!!rson immediately. $125-month, 
all utilities incluaed. 1 and a 
~uarter mile east on Park irom 
all. 451-4334. 83052Bb61 
Now Renting For Fan 
Howr. ao.. to c:..np.. 
4· .. droom: 405 S ....... age 
3-lIedroom: 212 Hoopllol Dr. 
303~. For .. t 
406 C ... rry Court 
'I!) 5. Aoh 
'·lIedroom: 406 S. Unlvarllty 13 
If you cIon't Ilk. these. 
call. w. hsave m~r. 
529-1012 529-386. 
Mobl1e Homa. ~ 
ml~~f!'s I~~?~~ iP25 c~mi~: 
Don't waste money. call us. 529-
4444. B2659Bc45 
CONCERNE& ABOUT WINTER 
heatin& biIls~ One bedroom 
fcf:!}m~:. ~f~r!et~~ f~r::~~ 
Located I"", miles east of 
~~~her;nku~a~~d Hl~a~n W~!1~: 
~~~:Ai~~ll~i~ r:gw ~~~gttJ\~ 
~ring (4'" month, ""ntracts. 
one 549-6612., 54S-3002 'U~~B~ 
TWO BEDROOM COMPLETELY 
~h~~~s~n:~d aJ~dc:;P~~~~~~dg::d 
condition. Located in Lakewood 
Park Subdivision east of Car-
bondale. 5145-month. Phone 549-
6612.549-3002 after 5pm. B2724Bc48 
VERY EXCELLENT 12x65. Two 
bedrooms. furnished. air, natural 
Fos, underpmned, anchored. Close 
$~~a~r~nd u:Jivers~~i;tiJ~ ! 
1 BEDROOM. NATURAL gas, A-
~o~t~e~~~edt£'l~~:a!~ated in 
2833Bc4!! 
-------
TWO AND TflREE bedroom 
mobiie homes. Furnished and air 
conditioned. ReasonablE'. Gliss..'ln 
Court. 616 East Park. 2828B.;42 i 
2 BEDROOMS. Clean, nicely ! 
fl.:rni.shed. Close to campus. Im-
~~1J:~~ ~;~J.CY. No r~~~7 
:O>;ICE QUIET LOCATWN. '" mile 
~e~;:~~~r~~ b~~s~iSf~fg: ~:r~ 
peted' 457-11924 or 549-24d7. 
2865Bc43 
ONE BEDROOM - $100. Two 
betb'ilom - $130 1\'0 pets. car~. 
~~~k. ~~9.quiet, Sout ~BC~ 
14.<70 2BDRM. 2-BATH. central: 
ai~ "II el<'ctric, anchored and 
~~iZ~~ed No pets. ~%B"~~ 
EXTHA NiCE 12x60, 2-bdtm. 
fl.:rnJshed. pnvate setting. laUle 
~~iis f~~;;ni~~~ldt~-d. no d~Sgi6~~ 
ONE MILE FROM campus. 'rwo 
very nice 12x6l' mobile homes. 
Front and rear bedrooms 
Reasonable rates. CaU 1-113.1-5475. . 
3018Bc46 
C-\RBOSD}\L~ NiCE.Cl.EAN 2-
bedrooms. Furnished un-!'e~~~$I~arrv~II:~~e ~~~d~~ 
3850. B303;iBc44 
VET . ELEGANT - 12x70 front 
and rear bedrooms, two baths 
furnished. central air, natural <tas' ~~e;e!~;3'u~~~~~fY\l~?Sf~O 
I 12x60 TWO BEDROOM. Fur-nished. $1~&-mooth. 549-4m after I 6p.m. 3073Bc48 
I Rooms I KING'S INN MOTEL 825 East 
I :~n$s~a~bo.nfl~:!':. ~ ~r: 
! :~~~:~ c'!r :;f~~iitPe:ilJ'rni"!~~. 
Call 549-4013. B2584Bd42 
NICELY FURNISHED SINGLE 
~~iil:t;~ ~1;1~e!t~~alya,TI~96 
after 5:00. B2BiJ8ud51 
rev~ '~~~Or!~~":.r3i2W:J~-
coffege, 684-5917, 529-3866, 457-3321. 
_ B2974Bd57 
Roommate. 
SHARE TWO BEDROOM ap!lrt-
men! in house near campus. Can 
529-2355 after 10 pm. 2623Be43 
3RD ROOMMATE FOR a 3-
~i1I8~ma:,~a~I:~~ f~~f.-third 
2845Be43 
3 RESPONSIBLE FEMALES for 
house. 3 blocks to campus. 549-
1664, after 5 ask for Karen or call 1-
98&-3187. 2871Be43 
VAN'T TO BE ALONE? We' II ~ve 
~~~e~ljf~nh~~: ~~ :part~ 
ment or maybe even a house. call 
Woodruff 457-3321. Why W~19Be54 
CARBONDALE 603 N. Billy; 
Bryan, available immediately, I 
rE~~~~e3u~~~r. t~~lIhe~~~~:ii ! 
hol'se. Central air, nice location, I 
own room. car space. 549-4719 afer 
5pm. 2916Be54 J 
SHARE TWO BEDROOM mobile I 
~u~eut8rti~.tl.k .. Rent $7~~~ 
LEWIS PARK SPRING sublease. i 
Female needed for four bedroom. I $128.50 yermonth. ~ .• utilities. Call 
549-088;'. 2990Be45 I 
ROOMMATES NEEDED, MALE 
or Female. SUS-month Quiet I ~~~~~~;~~~. northwes~~5 
LEWIS PARK. THREE female i ~~~~~::e~9~r~:~ ~~~o~fa~re~ i 
Calli 529-2354. 3064Be46 ':1 
Duplexe. 
CARTERVILL E DUPLEX 2 : 
bedroom. Carpet, A-C, quiet, I 
&rus~~ rJ~~: no lea~~ i 
CARBONDALE, 2-BEDROOM! 
duplex. clean. energy effiCIent, I 
stove and r~='lgerator, all elec~ric, 
~;~:hb~~I~oT~:::~Wm.$275 per 
2983Bf43 
-------_. 
~r~~n~ain g!~, Co~~~:r~1~~ 
~~~r1J~le~·rappers, Bf~~1~ 
HELP WANTtD t 
529-2533. B2'i40Bt:51 I HANny MAN, CARBONDALE. 
~.r el~rr~'~:bl~~O ~~~Jnfo 
~,::.~~~e'lflil~al~g~W~~, toc:~~ 
1981 ONE AND Two bedroom 
nicely furnished. energy saving 
~ campus. Sorry, no ~B~ 
TWO BEDROOM REDUCED rent, 
availablE' now. !IIo pets please. 457-
8.152 after 4 J:.m. B306OBcI;l 
ROY AL RENTALS 
Apartment~ 
Mobile Homes 
Furnished & Air Cond, 
No Pets 
07-4422 
FREE BUS 
TOSIU 
e Laundromat 
• CABlEVISION 
e1 or 2 boths 
e 2 or 3 bedrooms 
e $145-$.160 
I~ "",'";~ , Nor'~ 01 Compu •. 
*HOMfS S,nglellot .. 
Avoiloble 
~~~ J.. . 
' ......... SI.U. , f -1 .IHWY 51 NORTH 
. '--- 549-3000 
munications Hldg., Carbondale, 
II., 6'8)1. B2675C46 
BARTE!'!DERS GO-GO DAN-
CERS. Bartendp.rs: full or part I 
time. Dancers: $5.00 per hour. 
Strictly legitimate-tYle en- . ~~!~mln~t ~ra~~~!;)ioca7e!i-:~ I 
~!~~;n~~~e~o~e~arl~J-'!l3~~l'i~; 
appointment. 2827CSI I 
POSITION AV\ILABLE: 
MENTAL Health Counselor- (or 
elderly. Duties; To orovidl! con-
sultation, education -ass<ossment, 
counseling and cutreach to the 
elderly', their relllthoes and service I 
~~!i!i~J~ la~~~~~':td~~ 
field desired or R. N. with trainingl 
and or ex~rience with eldegr. I ~~~ti~~ SeEn:sF~~:g~ J Ca;-
bondale, Illinois, 6290! by October 
21 •. 19113. B3044C45 
NIGHT-TIME bAaYSIT'1 ';;R 
;~::~C! gT.r~~:~~~;8f8~ for 4 
______ 3026C43 
ACCOUNTING TUTORS. MUST 
be reliable and have ACT on file. 
t~:d:y ~,:!~~~2~Jwe~~:; 
momir.g and ask for RoseW~42 I 
~fi~:;~Ilfl':'L R:W~~aIt\ 
nee·:~d for small residential I 
rehabilitation centl'r for h~ad 
injurpd adult:i. Full or part-time. 
~~f:lr!:3cc!alrlJ~-6t)~~a~; 54~~:1. 
. ~471 
OVERSEAS JOBS - SUMMER-
X~:t~aWcun~Si~.u!\~r».i~ids~~ 
f~~ w":i~~ il-t; J~~~~sr~1co~~ 
RIDERS WANTED: : 
Del Mar, Ch 92625. 2822a.1 
JOB HUNTING? THE majority of 
open pOSitions are never ad-
vertised. Let Word Processing 
, , personalize" your letter of 
application to 10, 20, even 100 
~ros~ctive em~ers. Call The 
~~LStars. 549- (even~~~ 
TECHNICAL MANAGEMto:NT -
~~~~T:::!r. ~~!e~~~Fsfo%ra:r 
Baccalaureate Studies. School of 
~~~~~~l();Safo~\ i~i~~:rot~~~ 
I tenure track position. A'pplicants 
must have adlninistralive ability 
~:r~e.a~r~~eexrai~~~f~gin tr"eoa~~ 
techDlcal management, fiscal 
THE HANDYMAN - PAINTING 
glazing, drywalling, electrical' 
carpentry. roofing. hauling' ~rdwork. All jobs large or sman: 
4:.lJ~. work. Reasonable2"i~ke:s 
PAINTING INTERIOR EX-~a~W.RAI ~1Ij1~~~~r:ob~~:1 
TYPING - RUSH JOBS and 
regular. Cassette tapes tran-
scribed .. Termpapers, theses-
dissertations, bOok manuscripts ~~n~i{!;~i~rlJ:;:i~~~~i;~~~: 
2757E53 
TYPING - THE On'ICE. 409 W 
Main Street. 549-3512. 29I4E56 
:~p:~~~ gj ;:::~:f:~:~:: l:~~: 
refations. grantmanship, and 
computer applications Doctorate 
reqUired i'l a field appropriate to 
~~~ r:~l~~1 A~f~ua~~~' ~-' 
~;;~i~~t~aJ'dhre~lo~::.ioll~~ 
mlr'lstratlve experience in 
tc('nnical management. or 
"'Iuivalent industrial experience r~uired F!rst hand exPE'rience I 
with mdustnal trami,\ programs 
~~~!aated~~tr~~~h tw~C~~~~~ 
per term, serve as p'ogram I 
coordinator, and have pr-imary 
teed Lacquer 5250. ~e mol&ngs 
~~~~~~~7-~~~~~.~~~~ 
for appointment or information. 
'2999Esa 
-------------------
/\:;\ 
\ SMILE TOOA1 
\~ 
( 
~r:RI:t~~i~~I~t~tu~nt c:r;:~~~~' 
Position open January 9, 1984; 
salary commensurate with 
~UalifiC:ltions and e~rience. 
~::en~e;r{i~~~tx1~la~~1PW. ! ""'~::;>"'::;>"'::;>"'::;>"'?c~::;>...o..d\ Z~~i~!k~~c:f:!~t:J.~~cativns Congratulations to the 
IlF!.~ ~.N~~~~I~: IDiv'i~r~n ~i 
Baccalaureate Studies, Sr.hool of 
Technical Careers. Southern 
D1inois Univen:ity at Carbonliale 
::''1rbondale. IL 62901. SIUC is an 
3037E60 r~.AlPI-iA TAU OMEGA 
PREGNANTr--···· rraternity Chi pledg'! class 
cali 81RTHRIGHT Con Bateman 
:::'~~~~:~:~::~:~~e ; Erich Borden 
549.2794 Bob Camaron ~~\~I~~:i~~Plg~!~~n-equ~~~ MonrlOY and Wedne .. dov 90m J2N001' Dave Forrast 
PART-TIME (50 percent> Con- [ue,day 12N"on 2 Jupm Ed Hamilton 
~~~~~~r~~~i~~a!c:.rd T~~~V~I~Ci Thursday 12Noon 4p'" Kent Land 
continuing education programs. 
~\~~!erf;::err~d r.:~~~~a~ 
rr~a~~ir;'ra~~~~e a-:3r~i~n; ~~~ 
profe~slo~al and community 
orgaDlzahons. Effective com-
municative skills and ability to 
carry out programs in a business-
like mannE'r are E'ssential. Salary 
commensurate. Position available 
December 1, 1933. Nominations 
and applicatians must be received 
by Lowell D. Hall, Director &~t~~f~ p~8~~~Yi~~,iVi~m{ 
Cal'oondale, Illinois 62901 not later 
than October 28. 1983. SlUC is an 
Equal Opportuni[y-Affirtnative 
Action Em-ployer. 83046('43 
FEMALE 
MODELS NEEDED 
Professional Photographer 
needs several amateur models 
Professional Fees Paid 
1. iTYPE OF MODELING) 
Head and shoulders for notion· 
01 women's magazine covers 
QUALIFICATIONS 
Junior Miss (young cute look) 
Also glr; .oroos fa..:ial leatures 
with reasonably clear comp-
plexion, neat hair. 
2. POSTER CALENDAR. AD. 
VERTISING QUALIFICATIONS 
Good figure. nice focial 
features 
TIME & LOCATION 
S.I.I.I. STUDENT CENTER BALL-
ROOM C, From 9-12, 1-6pm 
Wednesday, O<:t. 19th 
IIIIWaymack 
Photograph., 
or call 1-542-2678 
SfRV'C~S OFFERfQ. 
; 
~i~1W¥G t:ll!rrn~ATIO::d I 
alterations. Best~rices. 1182 East 
STRESS? 
e DECREASE TENSION 
elNCREASE PUFOIIMANCE IN 
$CHOOI. 
elMPROVE CONCENTRA T10N 
e AVOID UNNECESSARY ILLNESS 
FOIl HELP I INFO .• CALI. WEUNESS 
CENTER.5:!6-4 ... 1 
WORRIED ABOUT 
PREGNANCY? 
Conlid"nlial heip with pregnancy 
options and oirth control. Call .he 
Welln".,. Center 536·4 .... 1. 
W4NTED -
i 
WANTED TO BUY. Class rings 
old gold &. silver. broken jewelry.' ! ~~~~i~cr~f'v~tru'1l~r·:lj C~l~hes. i 
823S llilDOiS Avenue. 45i·683I.' ! 
B3013F59 
LOST .' . 
~~1~~-a1~~P!T~no~cf~lrt~~r~ I 
near Poplar. Please can. 457-5189. ! 
3057G4ti i 
~~gt~r: ~n(it8:0~~ ~~idS~uh~~~t I' 
Sentimental value. Call Janet ai 
453-2239 or 684-3998. 3065G45 I 
! 
BALLOON BOUQUETS $12.50 &. I 
!tge~w;D~ffv~~llJ:~~o:it.S~~ I 
5222. 2723147 
ENTERT AINMENT 
HORSEBACK RIDING! TRAILS! ) 
Lessons! Gentle horses for sale 
H.:'Ofbeats - 457 -4370. 2911154 i 
HAYRIDE PARTIES! SCENIC i 
hayride and bonfire. Fun for all i 
~~~rs ~~~t:~t_~::~:'°asr'l!:~ I 
Mickey. 2910154 . 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
~f~p~~~:da~~V:~~~ I 
YOU PAY MORE you pay less, i ~===~;;;::==== ~:r!e~~t~~fIkr~J:rUa~~ I" ClJ 
Chimney Sweep. Certified Mem~r 'I' A' 
of N. C. S. G. Carterville, i-!lII5-
4465. 2592E42 
UIM DESIGN Studio-!!annents I 
~~?aW~n;lo~~y~.;~~~~~~~~ I' 
529-3998. 2603E42 Meditation Group 
S TOR· N - L 0 C K MIN I NOIN Forming 
WAREHOUSES, 7r.r. E. Coliege Oct. 19, 7-8:30pm 
St., Carbondale. self storage units'l 
many sizes ava!ldble, low monthly At The Wesley Foundation. 
rates,fl'rmoreinfo.caJl529-Il33. For info: Contact Steve ElliS 
B2596E4.ft at 529.0459 
Merrill Jergins 
Jeff Lund 
Jim Murphy 
Mike Shirey 
Bob Berquez 
Mike Busse 
Troy Eeten 
Rick Gant 
Scot Hoke 
Pot Keliey 
Jeff LeBeda 
Mike Miles 
Todd Ramlo 
Bill Swan 
Have A great Year fro." the 
Brothers of 
ATO 
Congratulations to all 
the new little Sisters of 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
Fraternity 
lisa Morre 
Cheryl Allen 
Lori Lottman 
Lucia Kabat 
Sangita Dessai 
Sue Stirchak 
Susan Kukinak 
Stephanie Gailding 
Jenifer Menard 
Suzanne Boles 
Lisa Smith 
Cheryl Cauanugh 
Anne Posegaf. 
Kimberly Wilson 
Peggy Sue Harkness 
Melissa Mariott 
Have a Great Year young 
ladies 
Love 
the Brothers of 
ATO 
Baby's 1st BIrthday 
I'''i) . ~~i , ,-") ._.~.·~~l. ;6 I: 
~" 
. .1/. -
Celebrate with a 
D.E.SmU.Ad 
Call 536-3311 for Info • 
( 
~ 
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-Wo,nen ··ruggers plaster Mizzou 
to tune up for regional tourney 
By Sherry Cbisenball 
Sports Editor 
A 36-4 pounding "f Missouri 
Saturday afternoon should pace 
Women's Rugby Club for a 
strong showing in the Midwest 
'Union Tournament and possibly 
the club's first invitation to the 
nati.lnal championships. 
Club spokesperson Maria 
Erickson said the team wanted 
a win Saturday to go into the 
Midwest regional in East 
Lansing. Mich., next weekend. 
The SIU-C club racketl up the 
momentum it wantec!, at the 
expense of the club from 
Columbia. ' 
SIU-C was led by Anita 
Coleman. who put 12 points on 
the scoreboard oy cashing in on 
t'rree tries i'l L'te first half. 
Erickson added three con-
version kicks, whiJ" Missouri 
managed only one try, off of a 
line out just inches from the 
goal line, giving SIU-C an 18-4 
lead at halftime. 
The Tigers never recuperated 
from their rest at the half and 
failed to put any points on the 
board the remainder of the 
match. 
GYMNAST 
from Page 16 
team to Budapest. 
Lntil a few weeks ago, Meade 
thought he was going to have 
two gymnasts in the World 
Games. Former Saluki Brian 
Babcock qualified for the ti .S. 
team, but tore the patellar 
tendon in the front of his right 
knee and is sidelined in-
definitely. He will not be able to 
compete in the World' Games. 
Meade said Babcock is on the 
road to recovery. 
"He's coming along well." 
Meade said. "He's doing a lot of 
strength work, and I don't think 
his recovery will take as long as 
his other knee did." 
Babcock had redshirted a 
season when he tore ligaments 
in his left knee in February of 
1982. 
After coming back from the 
injury, h:s bid fo.r a ber~ O!J ~e 
1984 U.S. OlympIC team IS agam 
threatened. Meade said Bab-
cock's right knee has always 
been tender, but he doesn't 
doubt the gymnast will again 
work his way back to com-
petition. 
"Even though he won't get to 
compete in the World Games, 
something came of it," Meade 
said. "It was satisfying for him 
to find out he belongs at the top 
of the heap." 
SIU-C didn't take a vacation 
the second half, though, with 
Coleman adding another try 
and Erickson another con-
version. Club President Barb 
Cavoto added another four 
points for SIU-C, while the 
scrum also came up with a try 
in the second half. 
Erickson said the team 
played weU Saturday. 
"We played really well, really 
together," she said. "Columbia 
beat us last season. This time 
we were in a lot better shape, 
though, and ran them into the 
ground. They were really· 
getting tired." , 
Erickson said the team was" 
tackling aggressively, which 
hasn't always been the ca~ this 
season. She said the club 
shuffled its lineup, with injured 
scrum half Shannon. Maulding 
sitting' out the match.' 
Laura Michalek. who had 
never played at scrum half, 
step,Ded in for Maulding and 
played a good game, aC~l)rding 
to Erickson. 
SIU-C efficiently shut down 
Missouri's running game, while 
the Tigers were unable to 
retaliate. 
"One of our biggest assets '.f, 
our quickness," Erickson said. 
"We ran over them (Missouri). 
We have some fast people, like 
Anita (Coleman). Our speed is 
one of our strongest areas." 
Erickson said the team still 
had some problems Saturday. 
"Our line outs were really 
sloppy," she said. "Instead of 
pulling the ball down and get-
ting it to the serum half, we 
were slapping it around and 
hoping someone on our team 
would cn::ae up with it." 
SIU-C got strong ~upvort from 
the scrum and back line, which 
Erickson attributed to the 
strength of the players. 
"Our serum is pretty big and 
really strong," she said. up.J. 
Jordan is one of the better 
hookers around, and Laura 
Michalek and Renee Flottman 
are both strong. We were a 
stronger team than Missouri, 
and better cO'ldi tioned." 
SIU-C will play five matches 
in the Midwest Union Tour-
nament in Michigan next 
weekend_ Erickson said the top 
two teams advance to nationals, 
and the closest SlU-C has gotten 
was an alternate in 1982. 
Family Pasta Nights 
Mon.Tue·Wed 
4·8PM 
All You Can Eat 
Salad • Soup. Pizza· Palta 
Adults 12." Children 11.99 
' 
.. ~IW •• IJI!"' ••• ~'4.1 ("11) 1700W. 
Main 
549. 
7323 
MEMBER CARBONDALE SENIOR CITIZEN PLAN 
COME TO SHA C· FOR 
YOUR FREE COLD PACK! 
Supplies to help ~u take care of your cold. 
Nmne: ____________________________ -; 
~,-------------------------; 
Davis Auto Center 
Rt.51 CedarCreek Rd. 549-3675 
MUFFLERS 
$19.95 
CUSTOM 
PIPE 
BE"'~ING 
eComplete 
Muffler and 
Tailpipe 
Service 
e Fair Prices 
e Fast Service 
* plus installlltion 
"'most American cors 
Most Americon Cars 
"Tires 
Computer Balance $14.00 
Alignment $12.95 
"O-month 22F 
Battery $39 _ 95 
PEERLESS 
STIlL ULTID RADIALS 
140.47 
•• 1 •• 1 
.u .• 
....... , 
....... 
...... 
ISl." 
152 •• 
1S2." 
.n ... 
IS'.GO 
.sa." 
Brake Special 
Front Drum' Disc 
DI.c Bra.... Irak .. 
$39.95 $89.95 
e of ~ull Tread Plys 
of Polyester 
eWhitewalis 
5i •• 
"78·13 
178-13 
C78·1" 
£18-1-1 
F78·'" 
G7&-I" 
H78·I" 
G18·15 
H7B·15 
l78·15 
c:o.t 
131." 
'32.00 
S.l3." 
.M. .. 
.U ... 
sa..GO 
' •• GO 136." 
13 .... 
141." 
ind"d. led. tox . mounting 
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Royals' pitcher pleads 
guilty to drug charges 
KANSAS C7Y, Kan. (AP) -
Vida Blue, a Cy Young Award 
winner who pitched for the 
world champion Oakland A's in 
the 1970s, pleaded guilty to a 
drug charge Monday, then 
appeared before a federal 
grand "-.ry hearing evidence in 
a cocaine investigation. 
Three of the pitcher's former 
Kansas City Royals teammates 
pleaded guilty last week to 
similar drug charges. 
Blue, 34, who won the 
American League Cy Young 
award in 1971, pleaded guilty to 
a federal mi!;demeanor charge 
of possessing three grams of 
cocaine. 
jury room early Monday af-
ternoon. 
Willie Wilson, the 1982 
American League batting 
champion, first baseman Willie 
Aikens and outfielder Jerry 
Martin pleaded guilty last week 
to attempting to possess 
cocaine. 
All four have been released on 
$5,000 unsecured bonOs anc far.e 
maximum penaities of one year 
in prison and $5,000 fines. 
Sentencing for the four is 
scheduled far Nov. 17. 
The government said plea 
agreements willi the players 
charged last week irfc1uded 
stipulations they would not be 
prosecuted further in the 
government's seven-month 
The grand jury went into 
session a short lime later, and 
Blue was seen going into the 
--~~ 
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r-A\t-1lt ~ 
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~ 
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I .~ ... : Oct 18.1983 
II \U : 4pm-6pm 
1-: dI)I)J-' ~(II'- II-f: 
Whiskey Sour 10 
SPECIAl 
A&&1IA7 ..... 
Jack ~aniels l' 5 ~ 
Mixer ' YI 
!J~~~!~ \, 
't~'1 Iyj:\.. '!l'~' -" J ____ j 
Amaretto 
Stone SOUi' 
Spikl!rsfinish tourname"ht"O:''4'' 
By Sherry l:hisenhall 
Sports Editor 
No phrase could pinpoint the 
Saluki volleyball team's 
problem more than the words of 
assistant Coach Ti'lO Reyes: 
"You can't gain momentum by 
losing." 
The spikers dropped all four 
of their matches in the Texas-
Arlington Classic over the 
weekend to lower their record to 
6-16, far below Coach Debbie 
Hunter's pre-season goal of .500. 
Hunter and her coaching staff 
have taylored the team's 
training toward one ultimate 
gool - the Gateway Collegiate 
Athletic Conference cham-
pionship. Hunter's club o~ns 
its conference s.:hedule Fnday 
at Wichita State, but the team 
failed to pick up the momentum 
over the weekend that could be 
necessary to finish at the top of 
;~~!.~id last week that the 
Texas-Arlingtoo tournament 
would be a crossroad for the 
team, whel"f' it would have to go 
one direction or the other. The 
squad certainly didn't go the 
direction Hunter had hoped. 
SIU-C opened the tourney 
with a five-game loss to 
Houston. The Salukis lost the 
first two games 9-15, 4-15, but 
came back to tie the match up 
at two alliece with 15-13, 15-5 
wins. Houston took the decision 
in the last game, though, 
claiming a 6-15 win for the 
match. 
In their second match of the 
invitational, the Salukis took on 
a powerful Louisiana State club, 
which had dumped SIU-C once 
already this season. LSU 
blasted the Salukis in straight 
games, 1-15, 5-15, 5-15. 
Saturday morning was 
supposed to be the big match for 
SIU-C. The Salukis were paiN<! 
with host Texas-Arlington, a 
team which handed Hunter's 
club a key loss in the Brigham 
Young University Preview and 
was instrumental in dropping 
the team to the bottom of the 
standings. 
Hunter said last week her 
FOOTBALJ~ from Page 16 
han<hl on the guy and causing a of the best guys on the team" 
pass interference call." and is tough to replace. 
Jack!;on went into the game Haywood is also tough to 
after an injury to starting replace. 
corne:-back Tony Haywood. Besides being one of the top 
Haywood went down late in the substitute cornerbacks for the 
first quarter with a sprained Salukis, Haywood is also the 
ankle. He was carried off the team's top punt returner. 
field, had his ankle wrapped on Prior to the Southwest game, 
the sideline and went to the Haywood was ranked fourth in 
locker room on crutches. punt returns in the MVC. 
Ironically, Haywood started the Haywood has returned 16 punts 
game in place of an injured for an average pickup of 7.6 
Terry Taylor. Taylor was held yards. 
()Ilt of the game because of a Besides missing Haywood 
knee injury, which Dempsey and Taylor with injuries, the 
said was a little worse than Saluk~ were without other key 
Originally thought. players for the game. 
Dempsey said Taylor is "one Guard John Heitbrink has a 
APPEAL from Page 16 
arguments were heard from the 
club and the Travel Service. 
Representatives of the sports 
clubs approved the recom-
mendations on a 14-8 vote in 
which 22 of 34 club represen-
tatives were present. 
the club appealed. 
The club filed the appeal to 
Student Life and a final decision 
will be made by Will 
Travelstead, assistant dean to 
Student Life. Travelstead said 
he will reach a decision. by 
Wednesday at 3 p.m. 
Travelstead said he .can deny 
Cathy Rankin, coordinator of 
recreational sports, approved 
the recommendations and 
forwarded them to Bill Bleyer, the whole appeal, make 
director of intramural and modifications on the original 
recreational sports. Bleyer recommendations or com-
made the final approval of the pletely delete the recom-
five recommendations, which D!endations. 
~----------------~ I uutPitkn I 
I ft~~ I I lI~udfuQPten I 
I The most complete stock of natura. I I foods and vitamins In Sou1hem Illinois I 
I 1~!!tll~~~il!!; I I Hours: 9:00 to 5:30 Mon.-Set. I 
I SUnday 12 to 5 Phcrle 56-17.1 I "::::~" SOFT FROZEN YOGURTI 
,JI ::::-->.:: In a cup or cone I All the fun r:A kle crearn-plus the good things of yogurt I I High in taste. low in fat. Natural fruit navors 
I Famaus D!ImCII quality. I 5 · IThII coupon and 1,. entlff .. bear.r I 
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team was eager to avenge that 
loss, but the club came up short 
again. Texas took the first game 
7-15, but SIU-C came back to 
claim a 15-9 win in the second 
game. Arlington recaptured the 
momentum, though, as well ~s 
the final two games and th~ 
m~~~-Cw~~~ ~~~a~i:t 
by dropping a four-game 
decision to Lamar. The Sahlkis 
opened by winning the first 
game 16-14, but Lamar came 
back to sweep the last three 
games 13-15, 10-15, 5-15. 
Hunter was not available for 
comment, but Reyes said the 
source of his team's struggle in 
Texas was evident. 
"The teams we played down 
there have improved all 
season," he said. "They've been 
moving upward while we've 
bt>en moving down. Everything 
is relative. Most teams have 
~n improving each week, but 
for us it's like starting over in 
the middle of the season." 
Reyes said the conference 
goal is far from out of reach. 
separated shoulder and is not 
expected back until the end of 
season. Tailback Everett 
Wilson was sf:" suffering from 
a hamstring pull from early last 
week and did not play. Center 
Tom Baugh missed the South-
west game because of an illness 
that had limited his practice 
time last week. Split end Cecil 
Ratliff and tight end Richard 
Blackmon also missed the 
Southwest game because of 
injuries. 
In addition to those injuries, 
defensive end Dan Wetzel 
suffered a sprained ankle and 
strong tackle Brad Pilgard 
injured his left knee. 
II::,~. 
"It doesn't matter if we lose 
every game until the conference 
rolls around," he said. "There 
~a:~ h~e:. h'3:: ~~slu~~ 
mental cases. We can regroup. 
"Losing doesn't help build 
confidence and it doesn't gain 
momentum. We did play better 
(in Texas) than we did against 
Ottawa. It's just that the other 
teams have been improving." 
Most of the team's difficulties 
are reflected in the stat sheets. 
For the season, the Salukis have 
only a .176 attack percentage. 
The club has struggled with 
consistency from the service 
line, averaging 7.3 service 
errors per game. 
• 'I • 
SIU-C has also, experienced 
problems with setting. Hunter 
said setter Lisa Cummins has 
had difficulty adapting to the 
prC$Sure of directing the team's 
5-1 offense, but she ,hopes the 
sophomore can adjust the 
mental aspect of her game in 
time for the conference 
showdown. 
~(~ Ch~~~ 
WiIileiilld. 
.. _ ....... lIIIgiuIcent .. 
• Abortion up to 20 weeks 
l ......... orlocal~1 
• Band-Aid Surgery 
• ,vasectomy 
• State Licensed 
• Member Nalional 
Abortion Federation 
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MEDITATION GROUP 
Includes philosophy. 
breathinl. energizinl 
exerclses.l'dded 
meditadon. Previous 
experience recommended. 
Starts Tues., Oct. 18 for 
5 weeks. Ca1l53~4441 
to register. 
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Siilukisremain No.2; 
MVC honors Collins 
By Jim Len 
Sta~f Writer 
The Saluki football season is 
beginning to become just a little 
repetitive. 
For the second week in a row, 
SIU-C received the No. 2 
ran1ting in the NCAA I-AA poll. 
Eastern Kentucky, :HI, was idle 
over the weekend and held onto 
the No. 1 spot 
For the fiftl. time this season, 
a Saluki player has been named 
a Missouri Valley Conference 
Player of the Week. Linebacker 
Fabray Collins was awarded 
the defensive honor, the fourth . 
time this year a Saluki defender 
has won the award. 
For the seventh consecutive 
weekend, the Salukis won_ The 
Salukis beat Southwest 
Missouri State Saturday and 
raised their record to 7-0 with 
the 24-6 victory. 
Against Southwest, Collins 
recorded 13 tackles, caused an 
interception and deflected a 
re~~ &:~a~~fnas~~kl~o~W~ 
85 and is tied for the lead in 
fumble recoveries with two. 
Jeff Miller, quarterback for 
Indiana State, where the 
Salukis play Saturday at-
Fabray Cdina 
ternoon, won the Offensive 
Player of the Week Award for 
his performance against 
Wichita State. 
Miller completed 14 of 28 
passes for a career-high 249 
yards and a touchdown in the 
No_ 14-ranked Sycamores' 24-22 
victory. He also rushed for 38 
yards and scored on a I-yard 
touchdown run. 
The Saluki defense yielded 
only 17 yards passing and 175 
yards in total offense against 
Southwest. It almost completely 
shut down the Bears' passing 
attaek, allowing just two of 15 
pa~es to be completed, while 
interclpting two passes. 
f ol!.·th-string cornerback 
Tony Jackson recorded his first 
interception of the year in the 
Southwest game, while B.T. 
Thomas intercepted his third 
pass of the season. 
"Tony Jackson played an 
outstanding game for a young 
player," Saluki Coach Rey 
Dempsey said. 
Jackson, a freshman, made 
two tackles and, at the begin-
ning of the fourth quarter, broke 
up two Southwest passing op-
portunities. The first one oc-
curred when quarterback Tom 
Leeker threw to split end B.J. 
Torbert in the end zone_ 
On the next play, Jackson 
covered halfback Keith 
Williams and just missed in-
tercepting his second pass of the 
game. 
"They were going after him," 
Dempsey said. "He didn't get 
nervous, such as by putting his 
See FOOTBALL, Page 15 
N(:AA I-AA Foot~aU Rankings 
Ranking Points 7. N. Texas St. (5-2) 52 14. Indiana St. (5-2) 28 
1. Eastern Ky. (5-0) BO 8. Furman (4-1-1) 47 15. Delaware St. (5-11 22 
2. SIU-C (7-6) 75 9. Eastern m. (6-11 45 16. Nevada-Reno (3-3) 19 
3. Jackson St. (7-0) 71 and Idaho St. (5-1) 45 17. Weber st. (5-1) 12 
4. Holy Cross (6-0) 70 11. Middle Tenn. St. (5-1) 43 18. McNeese St. (4-2) 10 
5. S. Carolina St. (6-1) 63 12. Tenn. st. (4-H) 42 and Southern U. (5-1)10 
6. Northeast La. (5-1) 57 13. Colgate (4-2) 30 20. Boston U. (4-2) 7 
Rankings are decided by a board of lour NCAA 
officials, representIDg foar gNgrapbie regtGIIS. 
After pooling information obtained from ad-
visary panels. the offtciaJs award votes for 
poslUOIIIs. A flrst-pla~ vote Is worth ZO pointa. 
nUe a Zotb-place vote Is worth one point_ 
Golfers earn stunning 
second in tournament 
By Sherry CbisenhaU 
Sports Editor 
A team has really ac-
complished something when it 
catches even its coach by 
surprise. 
But women's golf Coach Marv 
Beth McGirr couldn't have been 
more pleasantly surprised than 
when her team grabbed a 
phenomenal second-place finish 
in the Lady Kat Inviiational 
over the weekend. 
McGirr had predicted her 
team could finish in the middle 
r of Ule 15-team field, but only if 
the squad managed to put 
together its best three rounds of 
the season. 
The first round of the 54-hole 
tourney was rained out, but the 
Slill'!-':is surged in Friday to fire 
a 311, which they folll)Wed 
&>turday with 3ffI. SIU-C's 618 
was two strokes ahead of third-
place Mississippi State, but well 
behind host Kentucky. 
The Wildcats blew past the 
rest of the field, blasting rounds 
()f 305 and 292 to outdistance 
SlU-C by 21 strokes and claim 
the title in its own tournament 
for the fll'St time. 
Michigan St.£ te and South 
Carolina finished in a tie for 
fourth, nine strokes ba~ of 
MSU, while North Carolina was 
one stroke out of the running for 
fourth .. 
The Salukis scrambled the 
lineup io individual finishes, 
too, with the team's No. 5 
qualifier finishing No. 1. 
Senior Sue Arbogast, who 
played No. 1 for the team last 
year, has struggled through 
much of the fall season and has 
played at the bottom for the last 
two tournaments. 
Arbogast turned it around in 
Kentucky, though, firing a four-
over-par 76 and a 77 to finish in a 
tie for sixth Jlace overall 
among if field 78 golfers. 
Kentucky's Paula Davis kept 
a f1l'J1l grip on the lead, carding 
an even 72 and an outstanding 
four-under-par 68 for a tour-
nament record. Davis' 68 in-
cluded five birdies and a bogey 
on the backside, which was also 
a record. 
For SIU-C, senior Lisa 
Bremer was one stroke behind 
Arbogast to finish· in a tie for 
eighth overall \lith a pair of 77S. 
The team's otller senior, Barb 
Anderson, finished No. 1 for 
SIU-C the last two outings, but 
settled into third on the team 
last weekend_ Anderson started 
slow in the tourney with a 
disappointing 82, but came back 
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~o fire a one-over 73 the second 
day and finish 11th overall, one 
stroke behind Bremer. 
Sophomore .JiII Bertram was 
fourth for SIU-C, opening with a 
76 and finishing up with an BO. 
Bertram kept the gap close 
behind her teammates, 
finishing one stroke behind 
Anderson at No. 3 and only 
three behind Arbogast at No. 1. 
Junior Lisa Kartheiser, who 
has kept the team's second slot 
locked up, broke her streak and 
finished at the bottom of the 
Salukis' slate. Kartheiser 
carded an 82 and and 83 to finish 
nine behind Bertram. 
McGirr said the team's 
performance caught her by 
surprise. 
"Thi, ranks right up there 
WIth our second-place fmish at 
regionals in '81," she said. "You 
can go out and win a small 
tournament, but this kind of 
thing means so much more. 
"I've kept saying this team is 
good and I know they're good, 
and I'm happy they finally went 
out and showed it. After the first 
round the other teams thought it 
was a nuke we were in second, 
so it was a good feeling to play 
even better the ~>cond day. 
GYInnast qualifies 
for World GaInes 
By Sherry Chisenhall 
Sports Editor 
Saluki gymnast David Lut-
terman, a sophomore from 
Nelson, New Zealand, has 
qualified to compete for New 
Zealand in the World Games 
Oct. 23 to 29 in Budapest, 
Hungary. 
Lutterman last competed in 
the World Games in 1981 in 
Moscow, but has been on the 
SIU-C campus during the 
qualifying meet at the end of 
August the last two years. 
Lutterman is the top-ranked 
gymn.-st in New Zealand and 
won the all-around competition 
two years ago. 
Saluki Coach Bill Meade said 
Lutterman is in shape for a good 
meet in Hungary. 
"David has looked very good, 
and I'm pleased with his 
progress," Meade said. "The 
meet will be good for him, and it 
can't help but be good ex-
perience. 
"His preparation has been 
good, and he has the confidence 
needed to carry out a successful 
David Lutterman 
competition." 
Meade said he was confident 
Lutterman would qualify for the 
team, but the question was 
whether New Ze'land would 
raise enough money to send a 
See GYMNAST, Page 14 
Rugby Club appeals 
results of hea.ring 
By George Pappas 
Staff Writer 
The SIU-C Men's Rugby Club 
on Oct. 7 filed an appeal on 
recommendations made by the 
Executive Council of Sports 
Clubs in a hearing which 
stemmed from c:1argp.:i filed 
against the club early last 
month. 
The ruggers were charged 
with having alcohol and illegal 
substances in a University 
vehicle during a bus ride from 
Macomb to Carbondale on Sept. 
3. The charges were made by 
Recreation Center officials 
after they received a letter ..,f 
complaint from the SIU-C 
Travel Service. The Travel 
Service received the complaint 
from the bus driver. 
The Executive Council 
recommended that the club not 
be allowed to schedule matches 
away from SIU-C, that the club 
should be barred from use of 
Travel Service vehicles and 
-that the All Ghouls tournament 
Oct. 28-30 at SIU-C be cancelled. 
The Council also recom-
mended that the club be placed 
on probation until 1985 and that 
funding from the Rec Center be 
withdrawn for one year. 
The recommendations were 
made by the five-member 
Executive Council after 
See APPEAL, Page 15 
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Staff Photo by Sherry Chisenhall 
Sue Arbogast lines up a putt in pracd~. Arbogast finished first for 
SIU~ in the Lady Kat Invitadonal last weekend_ 
